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APPENDIX 1: LITERAL COMMENTS TO QUESTIONS 

Q4. If you have lived in Bearley less than 5 years where did you live previously and what 

brought you to the Parish (e.g. job, to be near to family, retirement)? 

Q9. Do you feel in any way isolated – if yes, why? 

Q10. Please share any views you may have on development in Bearley. For instance, do 

you feel there is currently sufficient/insufficient housing in the area or what level of 

housing would you like to see in Bearley e.g., 10-25 or 25 plus or any other? 

Q15. Please provide any additional comments here you may wish to make on Housing 

Q17. Please provide any additional comments here about the Boundary. 

Q21. Please provide details of any other sites you feel have potential for development 

(please indicate why site(s) offers potential and identify owner if known) 



Q22. What are your views on living in Bearley and in particular the aspects of the local 

environment that are most important to you? 

Q25. Please share any additional views you may have on communications in Bearley, 

including any suggestions for how it might be improved. 

Q26a1. Traffic in Bearley is generated by local residents and non-residents accessing the 

A3400 and A46. Introducing traffic calming in the village - If you strongly agree or 

agree, where? 

Q26b1. Traffic in Bearley is generated by local residents and non-residents accessing the 

A3400 and A46. Improving junctions in the village - If you strongly agree or agree, 

where? 

Q26c1. Traffic in Bearley is generated by local residents and non-residents accessing the 

A3400 and A46. Improving street lighting - If you strongly agree or agree, where? 

Q26d1. Traffic in Bearley is generated by local residents and non-residents accessing the 

A3400 and A46. Improving footpaths in the village - If you strongly agree or agree, 

where? 

Q26e1. Traffic in Bearley is generated by local residents and non-residents accessing the 

A3400 and A46. Lowering speed limits in the village - If you strongly agree or agree, 

where? 

Q26g1. Traffic in Bearley is generated by local residents and non-residents accessing the 

A3400 and A46. On-street parking improvements - If you strongly agree or agree, 

where? 

Q26h. Please share any additional comments here on the roads and pathways in Bearley. 

Q27a. Are the current train services adequate for your needs? - If no, please tell us how 

they could be improved? 

Q28a. Do you use trains from Stratford or Bearley to Warwick, Leamington Spa and 

London or the services from Stratford to Birmingham and onwards? - If yes, which 

services and how frequently do you use them?  What station do you use? 

Q30a. Would you use the services more if better car parking and bus stops and facilities 

were provided? - If yes, where would you like to see improvements? 

Q31a. Do you use local bus services? - If yes, which services and how frequently do you 

use them? 

Q32a. Are the current bus services adequate for your needs? - If no, please tell us how 

they could be improved? 

Q33. Please share any additional comments you may have below on public transport in 

Bearley and the surrounding area. 

Q34a1. Please tell us if you think we have adequate local shops in and around Bearley? - 

Facilities you use... 

Q34b1. Please tell us if you think we have adequate community buildings in and around 

Bearley? – Facilities you use…  



Q34c1. Please tell us if you think we have adequate schools in and around Bearley? – 

Facilities you use…  

Q34d1. Please tell us if you think we have adequate medical practices in and around 

Bearley? – Facilities you use…  

Q34e1. Please tell us if you think we have adequate dental care in and around Bearley? 

– Facilities you use…  

Q34f1. Please tell us if you think we have adequate sports facilities in and around 

Bearley? – Facilities you use…  

Q34g1. Please tell us if you think we have adequate public houses in and around 

Bearley? – Facilities you use… 

Q34h1. Please tell us if you think we have adequate childcare services/facilities for in 

and around Bearley? – Facilities you use… 

Q34i1. Please tell us if you think we have adequate services/facilities for young children 

in and around Bearley? – Facilities you use… 

Q34j1. Please tell us if you think we have adequate services/facilities for teenagers in 

and around Bearley? – Facilities you use… 

Q34k1. Please tell us if you think we have adequate services/facilities for older people in 

and around Bearley? – Facilities you use… 

Q34l1. Please tell us if you think we have adequate leisure spaces in and around 

Bearley? – Facilities you use… 

Q35. Please tell us about additional facilities you feel would contribute to the area or 

existing facilities that could be improved. 

Q36. Are there any improvements that could be made to help those with mobility 

problems? 

Q37a. Do you feel flood protection is adequate in the area? - If no, is there anything you 

feel should be done that isn't being done at the moment? 

Q38a. Do you experience any problems with noise in the village? - If yes, do you have 

concerns over any activity that may generate unwanted noise? 

Q39a. Have you experienced crime or nuisance behaviour in the village? - If yes, please 

provide details 

Q40. What do you feel could be done to reduce crime and nuisance behaviour? 

Q42. Do you feel the appropriate services dealt with it adequately? 

Q43. Are there other areas of concern you feel should be addressed in the plan? 

Q45a. Your Parish Council would like to establish appropriate policies to enable the 

village to benefit from such contributions. Please indicate the sorts of facilities you and 

your family’s priorities in terms of facilities if such contributions are to be secured?  Tick 



3 boxes only to indicate the facilities you wish to see benefit. - Please provide more 

detail here about the three facilities that you would like to be implemented. 

Q46. Is there anything else you would like to see in the Neighbourhood Plan/parish plan? 

Q47. Please let us know any other positives or negatives about living in Bearley that 

haven't been covered elsewhere in this questionnaire, and anything you think would 

improve life in the village. 

APPENDIX 2: BEARLEY NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN QUESTIONNAIRE 

Questionnaire including the covering letter and the cover sheet, plus return envelope 

details 
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1.1. INTRODUCTION 

 
The survey was undertaken by Bearley Parish Council in December 2014 to enable the 

parishioners of Bearley an opportunity to have their say on the future development of 

the village in light of the emerging Stratford-on-Avon District Council Core Strategy.  

To ensure that the voices of Bearley residents were heard, it was felt important to 

actively engage in preparation of a Neighbourhood Plan. This would let Stratford-on-

Avon District Council and other stakeholders know what the people of Bearley want for 

the community, as well as detailing the impact on the local infrastructure, services, 

green spaces and wider environment of any land use project. It would also give an input 

into the size, style and location of any proposed development. 

The survey questionnaire was designed to accurately reflect the views and ensure 

residents views on the development of the community over the next two decades was 

accurately recorded, as it would form the pivotal evidence base for the Neighbourhood 

Plan. 

The Neighbourhood Plan is an important document. If approved, it will form part of the 

overall planning process for the District and will fully influence both Stratford District 

Council’s and Warwickshire County Council’s decisions on any changes in the immediate 

Parish boundaries and surrounding area. 

The questionnaire will also be used in the formulation of Neighbourhood Plan policies 

updating the 2012 Bearley Village Community Plan actions towards a sustainable future. 

It covers housing development, the shared vision of what is need for the parish, 

protecting the rural character of the village and its green spaces, the transport and 

communications infrastructure, village facilities, employment opportunities and the local 

economy. 

Bearley Parish Council engaged the Consultation & Insight Unit of Stratford District 

Council as the contractor which would assist with the preparation of the questionnaire 

and carry out an independent professional analysis of the responses to the 

questionnaire.  This report details the results of the survey obtained through that 

analysis. 

 

1.2. METHODOLOGY 

 

The draft questionnaire was developed by the Bearley Neighbourhood Plan Committee 

and was fully discussed with the contractor, which would undertake the independent 

analysis. 

It was agreed that a freepost envelope would be provided by the contractor to ensure 

return of the completed questionnaires directly to the Consultation Unit of SDC who 

undertook the independent analysis in partnership with the data processing agency, The 

Research Solution (TRS), based in Worcester, TRS would undertake all data entry work 

and data quality checks whilst SDC Consultation Unit would undertake the data analysis. 

The printed questionnaires together with the freepost envelopes were put into individual 

envelopes with a label warning the receiving resident that it was an important 

Neighbourhood Plan Questionnaire document and requested completion and return in the 

enclosed freepost envelope by 8th January 2015 to make the recipients opinion count. 
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Volunteers ensured the safe delivery of one copy of the questionnaire from 28th 

November to the early days of December to every one of the 295 households in the 

village. They also ensured that households who have requested additional questionnaires 

for individual completion have promptly received required number of questionnaires. 

One family visiting relatives in Auckland, New Zealand requested an electronic copy from 

their Parish Councillor and were provided with it. They printed completed the 

questionnaire and sent it to the Parish Council using the scanning facilities provided 

courtesy of Auckland Council. The Parish Council forwarded the scan to the Consultation 

Unit of SDC. 

At the request of several parishioners the survey period was extended to 15th January 

2015. 

A total of 152 questionnaires were returned in a survey period from 29th November 2014 

to 15th January 2015. Of this total 109 were completed by households and 43 by 

individual residents. 

The analysis of the survey responses is presented in two distinct stages the first 

providing the “summary” results under each distinctive heading of the questionnaire in 

Section 3 and the “detailed” results together with associated “Charts” in Section 4 of the 

report. For each “Chart” the base number of respondents is provided to enable clear 

understanding of the percentage figures quoted in the report. 

Finally Appendix 1 contains all the “Literal Comments” made by the respondents in 

response to specific questions, while Appendix 2 contains the full text of the survey 

questionnaire, the envelope label and the freepost envelope. 

 

1.3. SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

 
About You 

 72% of the responses were from households and 28% from individuals. 

 Respondents were asked to indicate how long they had lived in Bearley parish.  

The highest percentage was for those who had lived between 21 and 40 years in 

Bearley (30%).   

 A quarter of respondents said they had a long-standing illness, disability or 

infirmity. 

 Of those with a disability etc., half of these felt it limited their activities in some 

way. 

 Only 2% of the sample felt they were isolated.   

 
Housing 

 Three-quarters of the sample felt that 4/5 bedroom houses were appropriate for 

market housing, with 7% saying affordable housing, the lowest percentage of the 

housing types.   
 67 residents felt three bedroom houses to be appropriate for market housing and 

55 for two bedroomed homes.  For types of property appropriate for affordable 

housing there was no clear conclusion on the preferred size of property. 

 Exactly half of respondents indicated the tenure of affordable housing to be a 

mixture of sole or shared ownership and rent. 
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 Almost half of those surveyed had a three-bedroomed property. 

 Three-quarters of those surveyed (73%) strongly agreed and 25% agreed that 

the Neighbourhood Plan should encourage any new housing to be built reflecting 

the rural character of the village and in keeping with its heritage assets.  Only 2% 

disagreed in some way. 

 Asked if the Neighbourhood Plan should encourage any new housing to be built to 

utilise any new all available technologies to minimise energy and water 

consumption, six in ten (60%) strongly agreed and 37% agreed.  

 

Built-up Area Boundary 

 Residents were asked to look at the Built-Up Area Boundary map which intended 

to set the limits for housing development for the Neighbourhood Plan period.  Just 

over half (54%) agreed with it, three out of ten (30%) disagreed and 17% had no 

view.   

 

Site Allocations 

 For new development within the Parish, 48% wished it to be in a Broad Location, 

33% as infill and 19% as both Broad Location and Infill. 

 An overwhelming majority of residents (94%) wished for Bearley to seek to 

remain the Green Belt. 

 63% agreed the Plan should encourage the majority of new houses to be built in 

one moderately sized location. 

 63% agreed that the Plan should encourage gradual development of infill location 

over the years. 

 55% agreed that the Plan should encourage the majority of the new houses to be 

built in one moderately sized location identified as a Broad Location likely to be 

delivered early in the Plan period to 2031 and the gradual development of infill 

locations over the years  

 79% agreed the Plan should encourage safeguarding of whole or parts of Broad 

Location set aside for future development beyond 2031. 

 90% agreed the Plan should not encourage any development in the high 

sensitivity landscape areas 

 80% should not encourage any development in the high/medium sensitivity 

areas, with the exception of infill sites identified through the Site Assessment 

process 

 

The Environment 

 There was extremely strong support for all but one, promote reduction in car 

usage.  There was universal agreement to protect the bridleways and public 

footpaths. 

 

Communications 

 93% of respondents had broadband internet access at home.  Of these just over 

half (53%) were satisfied with the broadband speed they received. 

 Just under two-thirds of villagers (65%) visited the village website. 

 Just below half of those surveyed (49%) were satisfied with the mobile phone 

coverage in the village. 
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Transport Infrastructure 

 78% of residents wished to see the introduction of traffic calming in the village.  

 61% of those surveyed wished to see improved junctions in the village.   

 47% agreed that there should be improved street lighting.   

 70% of residents would like to see improved footpaths in the village.   

 The lowering of speed limits in the village was favoured by 82% of residents.   

 46% of respondents wished to see better provision for cyclists.   

 61% of residents wished to see on-street parking improvements in the village.  

 63% of residents felt that the current train services were adequate for their 

needs.  Frequency was the main issue. 

 Four out of ten residents (39%) use the trains from Stratford to Bearley to 

Warwick, Leamington Spa and London or the services from Stratford to 

Birmingham and onwards.   

 A third of those surveyed would use the train service more if there was a safer 

means of crossing the A3400 to the Bearley Station. 

 28% of those completing the questionnaire would use the services more if better 

car parking and bus stops and facilities were provided.   

 37% of residents use the local bus services.  The X20 was mentioned by half of 

those commenting with 12 references to the 229.  Frequency was very varied. 

 31% of residents felt the current bus services are not adequate for their needs.  

Frequency was the prominent reason. 

 

Local Facilities 

 38% of respondents feel they have adequate local shops in and around Bearley.   

 A very high proportion (92%) felt there are adequate community buildings in and 

around Bearley. 

 Almost three-quarters of those surveyed felt there were adequate schools in and 

around Bearley.   

 58% feel they have adequate medical practices in and around Bearley.   

 Almost six out of ten respondents (59%) feel they have adequate dental care in 

and around Bearley.   

 89% felt there are adequate sports facilities in and around Bearley.   

 Around two-thirds of those responding (68%) feel they have adequate public 

houses in and around Bearley.   

 46% of respondents feel they have adequate childcare services/facilities for in 

and around Bearley.   

 Seven out of ten residents (71%) feel they have adequate services/facilities for 

young children in and around Bearley.   

 38% of respondents feel they have adequate services/facilities for teenagers in 

and around Bearley.   

 

 Almost three-quarters of these surveyed (73%) feel there are adequate 

services/facilities for older people on and around Bearley.   

 88% feel there are adequate leisure spaces in and around Bearley.   

 
 

Concerns 

 Two-thirds of residents (68%) feel flood protection is adequate in the area.   

 Noise is a problem for 29% of residents who answered the question. 
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 28% of residents claim to have experienced crime or nuisance behaviour in the 

village. 

 3% said they had been a victim of crime in the area in the last two years.   

 
Business and Economy 

 61% agreed that there could be development of small business units to provide 

jobs and facilities in the Parish. 

 76% agree that small business developments should be accommodated on 

existing built upon sites.  

 54% agree that a change of use of sites from business to residential (with the 

possible loss of associated facilities) should be allowed.  

 Two-thirds of residents (66%) felt a change of use of sites from residential to 

business use should be allowed. 

 

Developer Contributions 

 Just over half of those questioned (52%) felt community facilities would benefit 

from the money.  48% investment on footpaths and pedestrian facilities was 

important, 45% improvements to the environment and 44% to open spaces. 
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1.4. RESULTS IN DETAIL 

 

1 4.1  About You 

 
72% of the responses were from a household and 28% from individuals as shown in 

Figure 1. 

 

Fig.1 Q1 I am answering as a household or individual 

Respondents were asked to indicate how long they had lived in Bearley parish.  The 

highest percentage was for those who had lived between 21 and 40 years in Bearley 

(30%).  If they had lived in Bearley less than five years respondents were asked where 

they had lived and what brought them to the Parish.  23 comments are included in the 

appendix.  The main reason was to live in a quieter area. 

 

Fig.2 Q3 How long have you lived in Bearley 

 

I am answering as…

28%72%

An Individual Resident

A Household

Base: (All respondents) (152) 

How long have you lived in Bearley?

Base: (All respondents) (150) 

4

15
17

24

30

11

Less than 1

year

1-5 years 6-10 years 11-20 years 21-40 years 40+ years

%
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The age breakdown of the households involved in the survey are shown below.  

Table 1: 

Number of people by age group in Bearley households 

Age Group Number 

0-10 years 25 

11-18 years 36 

19-30 years 15 

31-55 years 102 

56-75 years 136 

76 years 33 

Base: (All respondents) (152) 

 
The employment types of the households involved in the survey are shown below.  

Table 2: 

Employment 

Description Number 

Employed full-time 90 

Employed part-time 34 

Unemployed 6 

Working within the parish of Bearley 14 

Working outside the parish of Bearley 39 

Self-employed 39 

Retired 112 

In full-time education 46 

In part-time education 2 

Other 10 

Base: (All respondents) (152) 

 
A quarter of respondents said they had a long-standing illness, disability or infirmity as 

shown in Figure 3. 

 

Fig.3 Q7 Do you have a long-standing illness, disability or infirmity? 

 

Base: (All respondents) (148) 

Do you have any long-standing illness, disability or 
infirmity?

25%

75%

Yes

No
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Of those with a disability etc., half of these felt it limited their activities in some way. 

 

Fig.4 Q8 Does this illness limit your activities in any way? 

2% of the sample felt they were isolated.  Asked why, three residents commented and 

these are included in the appendix. 

 

Fig.5 Q9 Do you feel in any way isolated? 

 

 

 

 

 

Does this illness or disability limit your activities in any 
way?

Base: (Those respondents with long-standing illness, disability or infirmity) (49) 

51%

49%
Yes

No

Base: (All respondents) (140) 

Do you feel in any way isolated?

2%

98%

Yes

No
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1 4.2  Housing 

 
Residents were given the following text.  Proposals arising from Consultations on the 

Stratford District Local Development Plan included a policy of dispersing developments 

into Local Service Villages (Parishes such as Bearley that supply services only to their 

own residents). As a Group 4 Local Service Village, Bearley is required to deliver 10-25 

additional dwellings in the Local Plan period 2014-2031. Paragraph 184 of National 

Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) says a Neighbourhood Plan should not promote less 

development than the Local Plan (Stratford DC Core Strategy) or undermine its strategic 

policies. 

Residents were asked for their views on development in Bearley.  131 did so and these 

comments are shown in full in the appendix. 

Three-quarters of the sample felt that 4/5 bedroom houses were appropriate for market 

housing, with 7% saying affordable housing, the lowest percentage of the housing types.   
67 residents felt three bedroom houses to be appropriate for market housing and 55 for 

two bedroomed homes.  For types of property appropriate for affordable housing there 

was no clear size of property. 

Table 3: 

Of the new houses to be built, which of the following property types are 

appropriate? Actual numbers of respondents shown 

 Appropriate 
for Market 
Housing 

Appropriate 
for 

Affordable 
Housing 

Don’t Know 

4/5 bedroom houses 53  5  12  

3 bedroom houses 67  21  11  

2 bedroom houses 55  24  10  

Affordable/shared ownership properties 17  29  9  

Bungalows 41  23  10  

Flats/apartments 8  11  13  

Retirement properties 25  16  10  

Base: (All respondents) (99)  
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Exactly half of respondents indicated the tenure of affordable housing to be a mixture of 

sole or shared ownership and rent. 

 

Fig.6 Q12 Indicate the tenure of Affordable Housing you would prefer to see 

Respondents were asked for the number of bedrooms in their property.  Almost half of 

those surveyed had a three-bedroomed property. 

Table 4: 

Number of Bedrooms at Property 

 No. % 

1 0 0 

2 23 15 

3 72 48 

4 48 32 

5 6 4 

6 1 1 

Base: (All respondents) (150) 

 
Three-quarters of those surveyed (73%) strongly agreed and 25% agreed that the 

Neighbourhood Plan should encourage any new housing to be built reflecting the rural 

character of the village and in keeping with its heritage assets.  Just 2% disagreed in 

some way. 

Asked if the Neighbourhood Plan should encourage any new housing to be built to utilise 

any new all available technologies to minimise energy and water consumption, six in ten 

strongly agreed and 37% agreed.  

 

 

 

 

 

Base: (All respondents) (130) 

Indicate the tenure of Affordable Housing you would 
prefer to see?

9

41

50

Rent Sole or Shared
Ownership

Both

%
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Table 5: 

Opinion statements on Neighbourhood Plan 

 Strongly 

Agree 

Agree Disagree Strongly 

Disagree 

Neighbourhood plan should 

encourage any new housing to be 

built reflecting the rural character 

of the village and in keeping with 

its heritage assets (147) 

107 (73%) 37 (25%) 2 (1%) 1 (1%) 

Neighbourhood Plan should 

encourage any new housing to be 

built to utilise all available 

technologies to minimise energy 

and water consumption (123) 

74 (60%) 46 (37%) 3 (2%) 0 (0%) 

Base: (All respondents, excluding no opinions) 

 
54 residents took the opportunity to make additional comments on housing and they are 

included in the appendix. 

 

1 4.3  Built-up Area Boundary 

 
Taking full account of the Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) as 

well as a Landscape Sensitivity Study in 2012 commissioned by Stratford District 

Council, your Parish Council has drawn Built-up Area Boundary as shown in the attached 

map at the back of this questionnaire.  This boundary is intended to set the limits for 

housing development for the Neighbourhood Plan period to 2031. 

Residents were asked to look at the Built-Up Area Boundary map which intended to set 

the limits for housing development for the Neighbourhood Plan period.  Just over half 

(54%) agreed with it, three out of ten disagreed and 17% had no view.  53 comments 

were received in regards to making comments about the Boundary.  These are listed in 

the appendix. 

 

Fig.7 Q16 Opinion on the Built-up Area Boundary 

Base: (All respondents) (141) 

Opinion on the Built-up Area Boundary

53

30

17

Agree with it Disagree with it Have no view

%
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1 4.4  Site Allocations 

 
Residents were given an explanation of how the site allocations policy works in detail.  

For the 10 to 25 houses required to be delivered by Bearley in the period 2014-2031 as 

set out in the Stratford DC Core Strategy, for new development within the Parish, 48% 

wished it to be in a Broad Location, 33% as infill and 19% as both Broad Location and 

Infill. 

 

Fig.8 Q18 Please indicate your preference for the new development within the Parish 

An overwhelming majority of residents (94%) wished for Bearley to seek to remain the 

Green Belt. 

 

Fig.9 Q19 Do you think Bearley should seek to remain in the Green Belt 

 

 

Base: (All respondents) (138) 

Please indicate your preference for the new development 
within the Parish

48

33

19

Broad location Infill Both Broad Location and

Infill

%

Base: (All respondents) (148) 

Do you think Bearley should seek to remain in the Green 
Belt?

94

3 3

Yes No Don't know

%
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For the following statements agreement was thus:- 

 63% agreed the Plan should encourage the majority of new houses to be built in 

one moderately sized location. 

 63% agreed that the Plan should encourage gradual development of infill location 

over the years. 

 55% agreed that the Plan should encourage the majority of the new houses to be 

built in one moderately sized location identified as a Broad Location likely to be 

delivered early in the Plan period to 2031 and the gradual development of infill 

locations over the years  

 79% agreed the Plan should encourage safeguarding of whole or parts of Broad 

Location set aside for future development beyond 2031. 

 90% agreed the Plan should not encourage any development in the high 

sensitivity landscape areas 

 80% should not encourage any development in the high/medium sensitivity 

areas, with the exception of infill sites identified through the Site Assessment 

process 
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Table 6: 

Extent to which residents agreed or disagreed with statements on 

Neighbourhood Planning 

 Strongly 

Agree 

Agree Disagree Strongly 

Disagree 

Neighbourhood Plan should 

encourage the majority of the 

new houses to be built in one 

moderately sized location 

identified as a Broad Location 

likely to be delivered early in the 

Plan period to 2031 and deliver 

the established needs of the 

village for rented accommodation, 

social housing, bungalows for the 

elderly and balance the types of 

housing available to encourage 

new families to live in Bearley to 

address the population profile 

(133) 

39 (29%) 45 (34%) 19 (14%) 30 (23%) 

Neighbourhood Plan should 

encourage gradual development 

of infill locations over the years  

(134) 

39 (29%) 45 (34%) 19 (14%) 31 (23%) 

Neighbourhood Plan should 

encourage the majority of the 

new houses to be built in one 

moderately sized location 

identified as a Broad Location 

likely to be delivered early in the 

Plan period to 2031 and the 

gradual development of infill 

locations over the years (130) 

27 (21%) 44 (34%) 21 (16%) 38 (29%) 

Neighbourhood Plan should 

encourage safeguarding of whole 

or parts of Broad Location set 

aside for future development 

beyond 2031 (117) 

38 (32%) 55 (47%) 12 (10%) 12 (10%) 

Neighbourhood Plan should not 

encourage any development in 

the high sensitivity landscape 

areas (129) 

85 (66%) 31 (24%) 9 (7%) 4 (3%) 

Neighbourhood Plan should not 

encourage any development in 

the high/medium sensitivity 

areas with the exception of infill 

sites identified through the Site 

Assessment process (129) 

57 (44%) 47 (36%) 12 (9%) 13 (10%) 

Base: (All respondents, excluding no opinions) 

 
Residents were asked to provide details of any other sites they felt have potential for 

development.  These are included in the appendix of which 28 comments were made.  
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1 4.5  The Environment 

 
Residents were asked for their views on living in Bearley and in particular the aspects of 

the local environment most important to them.  The full list of 106 comments made is 

included in the appendix. 

For the statements on environmental issues shown in the table below, there was 

extremely strong support for all but one, promote reduction in car usage.  There was 

universal agreement to protect the bridleways and public footpaths. 

Table 7: 

Opinion statements on environmental issues 

 Strongly 

Agree 

Agree Disagree Strongly 

Disagree 

Conserve and enhance the 

Conservation Area (141) 

98 (70%) 38 (27%) 2 (1%) 0 (0%) 

Protection of Green Belt (136) 

 

112 (82%) 27 (20%) 4 (3%) 1 (1%) 

Protection of open spaces 

within and outside of built-up 

area of the village (142) 

101 (71%) 34 (24%) 7 (5%) 0 (0%) 

Conserve and enhance wildlife 

and their habitats (142) 

98 (69%) 41 (29%) 3 (2%) 0 (0%) 

Protect bridleways and public 

footpaths (144) 

100 (69%) 44 (31%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 

Promote energy conservation 

(129) 

69 (53%) 57 (44%) 3 (2%) 0 (0%) 

Promote reduction in car usage 

(129) 

40 (31%) 49 (38%) 35 (27%) 5 (4%) 

Base: (All respondents, excluding no opinions) 

 

 
Until recently there had been no terrestrial broadband in Bearley.  Recently BT Infinity 

had been installed in the village.  The survey sought to find out the online experience in 

Bearley. 

93% of respondents had broadband internet access at home.  Of these just over half 

(53%) were satisfied with the broadband speed they received. 

Just under two-thirds of villagers (65%) visited the village website. 

Just below half of those surveyed (49%) were satisfied with the mobile phone coverage 

in the village. 

 

 

 

 

 

1 4.6  Communications 
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Table 8: 

Opinion of online experience in Bearley 

 Yes No Don’t Know 

Do you have broadband internet access 

at home? (147) 

136 (93%) 10 (7%) 1 (1%) 

If yes, are you satisfied with the 

broadband speed you receive? (139) 

74 (53%) 55 (40%) 10 (7%) 

Do you visit the village website 

(bearley.org)? (141) 

92 (65%) 47 (33%) 2 (1%) 

Are you satisfied with mobile phone 

coverage in the village? (145) 

71 (49%) 63 (43%) 11 (8%) 

Base: (All respondents) () 

 
Respondents were asked for any additional views on communications in Bearley and 

asked to suggest how it might be improved.  29 villagers commented and they are 

included in the appendix. 

 

1 4.7  Transport Infrastructure 

 
Traffic in Bearley is generated by local residents and non-residents accessing the A3400 

and A46.  Proposals were put forward to get villagers views. 

78% of residents wished to see the introduction of traffic calming in the village.  Asked 

where traffic calming could be introduced, 86 people made comments and these are 

included in the appendix.  An analysis of these comments saw 35 of the 86 mention 

Snitterfield Road for traffic calming, 19 said the bend by the Church and 13 suggested 

on the main road through the village.  

 

 

Fig.10 Q26a Introducing traffic calming in the village 

 

 

Base: (All respondents, excluding no opinion) (131) 

Introducing traffic calming in the village
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8

Strongly agree Agree Disagree Strongly
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61% of those surveyed wished to see improved junctions in the village.  35 comments 

were made in respect of improving junctions in the village and these are included in the 

appendix. 

 

Fig.11 Q26b Improving junctions in the village 

47% agreed that there should be improved street lighting.  44 comments were made in 

respect of improving street lighting in the village and these are included in the appendix. 

 

Fig.12 Q26c Improving street lighting 

 

 

 

Base: (All respondents, excluding no opinion) (93) 
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70% of residents would like to see improved footpaths in the village.  A wide ranging 52 

comments were made in respect of improving footpaths in the village and these are 

included in the appendix. 

 

Fig.13 Q26d Improving footpaths in the village 

The lowering of speed limits in the village was favoured by 82% of residents.  Asked to 

supplest where the lower speed limits should be 87 made comments and these are 

shown in the appendix.  Analysing these comments saw 38 mentions for Snitterfield 

Road specifically, 14 for Grange Road and 5 for the main road.  The general lowering of 

speeds was a theme throughout the answers to the question. 

 

Fig.14 Q26e Lowering speed limits in the village 

 

 

Base: (All respondents, excluding no opinion) (103) 
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46% of respondents wished to see better provision for cyclists.  23 comments were 

made in respect of better provision for cyclists and these are included in the appendix. 

 

Fig.15 Q26f Better provision for cyclists 

61% of residents wished to see on-street parking improvements in the village. 41 

comments were made in respect of on-street parking improvement in the village and 

these are included in the appendix.  Of the 41 mentions, 34 refer to Grange Road. 

 

Fig.16 Q26g On-Street parking improvements 

Finally in this section, residents were asked to share any additional comments on the 

roads and pathways in Bearley.  50 wide ranging comments were made and these are 

shown in the appendix.  

Base: (All respondents, excluding no opinion) (75) 
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63% of residents felt that the current train services were adequate for their needs.  37 

comments were made in respect of train services and these are included in the 

appendix.  Of the 37 mentions, frequency was the main issue. 

  

Fig.17 Q27 Are the current train services adequate for your needs? 

Four out of ten residents (39%) use the trains from Stratford to Bearley to Warwick, 

Leamington Spa and London or the services from Stratford to Birmingham and onwards.  

50 comments were made in respect of which train services respondents use and their 

frequency with these included in the appendix.  There was a wide range of responses 

concerning trips made and the frequency, with the use of Warwick Parkway prevalent.   

 

Fig.18 Q28 Do you use trains from Stratford to Bearley to Warwick, Leamington Spa and 

London or the services from Stratford to Birmingham and onwards? 

 

 

Base: (All respondents) (119) 

Are the current train services adequate for your needs?

63%

37%

Yes

No
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A third of those surveyed would use the train service more if there was a safer means of 

crossing the A3400 to the Bearley Station. 

 

Fig.19 Q29 Would you use the services more if there was a safer means of crossing the 

A3400 to the Bearley Station? 

28% of those completing the questionnaire would use the services more if better car 

parking and bus stops and facilities were provided.  16 comments were made when 

asked if they would use the services more if better car parking and bus stops and 

facilities were provided. 

 

Fig.20 Q30 Would you use the services more if better car parking and bus stops and 

facilities were provided? 

 

 

Base: (All respondents) (138) 
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37% of residents use the local bus services.  48 comments were made by parishioners in 

respect of local bus services and these are included in the Appendix 1.  The X20 was 

mentioned by half of those commenting with 12 references to the 229.  Frequency was 

very varied. 

 

Fig.21 Q31 Do you use local bus services? 

31% of residents felt the current bus services are not adequate for their needs.  

Residents were asked how the bus service could be improved if not adequate and 28 

made comments.  Frequency was the prominent reason. 

 

Fig.22 Q32 Are the current bus services adequate for your needs 

 

 

Base: (All respondents) (113) 
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30 comments were made by respondents in relation to public transport in Bearley and 

the surrounding area.  A varied response was recorded and these can be seen in the 

appendix. 

 

1 4.8  Local Facilities 

 
38% of respondents feel they have adequate local shops in and around Bearley.  89 

responses were made as to where they go and these are listed in the appendix.  Analysis 

of the responses saw 50 people mention Snitterfield Shop, 22 Wotton Wawen, 22 

Stratford, 14 the Countrywide Store, 9 Wilmcote and 6 go to Henley-in-Arden.  Five 

other locations were mentioned and these were Leamington Spa, Warwick, Coventry, 

Alcester and Shrewley.   

 

Fig.23 Q34a Adequate local shops in and around Bearley 
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A very high proportion (92%) felt there are adequate community buildings in and around 

Bearley.  61 residents mentioned the community buildings they used and these are listed 

in the appendix.  Analysis of this list showed that the Village Hall had 50 mentions and 

the Sports & Social Club 10 mentions.  The Church had 5 mentions. 

 

Fig.24 Q34b Adequate community buildings in and around Bearley 

Almost three-quarters of those surveyed felt there were adequate schools in and around 

Bearley.  Asked what facilities they used 28 residents’ comments and these are shown in 

the appendix. 

 

Fig.25 Q34c Adequate schools in and around Bearley 

 

 

 

Base: (All respondents, excluding don’t know) (126) 
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58% feel they have adequate medical practices in and around Bearley.  Asked which 

practices they went to, 87 were mentioned and they are listed in the appendix.  Analysis 

of these showed the practice at Henley-in-Arden with 39 mentions, Stratford-upon-Avon 

practices 26, Claverdon 25, with five other locations mentioned.   

 

Fig.26 Q34d Adequate medical practices in and around Bearley 

Almost six out of ten respondents (59%) feel they have adequate dental care in and 

around Bearley.  Asked which dental facilities they use 76 people indicated this and they 

are shown in the appendix.  The prominent location for dental care was in Henley-in-

Arden.  

 

Fig.27 Q34e Adequate dental care in and around Bearley 

 

 

Base: (All respondents, excluding don’t know) (128) 
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89% felt there are adequate sports facilities in and around Bearley.  Asked which sports 

facilities they use 39 people indicated this and they are shown in the appendix.   

 

Fig.28 Q34f Adequate sports facilities in and around Bearley 

Around two-thirds of those responding (68%) feel they have adequate public houses in 

and around Bearley.  Asked which public houses they use 50 respondents answered and 

they are shown in the appendix.  The Golden Cross and Snitterfield Arms were 

prominent responses.   

 

Fig.29 Q34g Adequate public houses in and around Bearley 
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46% of respondents feel they have adequate childcare services/facilities for in and 

around Bearley.  12 responses were made in respect of the facilities used and these are 

listed in the appendix. 

 

Fig.30 Q34h Adequate childcare services/facilities for in and around Bearley  

Seven out of ten residents (71%) feel they have adequate services/facilities for young 

children in and around Bearley.  Asked which facilities they use 24 people indicated this 

and they are shown in the appendix.   

 

Fig.31 Q34i Adequate services/facilities for young children in and around Bearley 
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38% of respondents feel they have adequate services/facilities for teenagers in and 

around Bearley.  12 comments were made about this question and they are included in 

the appendix. 

 

Fig.32 Q34j Adequate services/facilities for teenagers in and around Bearley  

Almost three-quarters of these surveyed (73%) feel there are adequate 

services/facilities for older people on and around Bearley.  Asked what facilities they use, 

residents made 33 comments and they are included in the appendix.  The Village Hall 

was the favourite response. 

 

Fig.33 Q34k Adequate services/facilities for older people in and around Bearley 

 

 

Base: (All respondents, excluding don’t know) (50) 
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88% feel there are adequate leisure spaces in and around Bearley.  A variety of 

responses were given to which facilities they use and these are listed in the appendix. 

 

Fig.34 Q34l Adequate leisure spaces in and around Bearley 

Respondents were finally asked in this section to say what additional facilities they felt 

would contribute to the area or existing facilities that could be improved.  38 wide-

ranging suggestions were made and these are included in the appendix.   

Residents were then asked to suggest improvements that could be made to help those 

with mobility problems – the 33 comments listed in the appendix. Lower curbs and 

better footpaths were prominent responses. 

 

1 4.9  Concerns 

 

Flood Protection 

Two-thirds of residents (68%) feel flood protection is adequate in the area.  Asked what 

should be done that is not being done at the moment, 33 people made comments and 

these are included in the appendix.  The key issues were the clearance and maintenance 

of the ditches. 

Base: (All respondents, excluding don’t know) (112) 
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Fig.35 Q37 Do you feel flood protection is adequate in the area? 

Noise Pollution  

Noise is a problem for 29% of residents who answered the question. 

Those experiencing problems with noise were asked to say what activity generated the 

unwanted noise.  38 comments were made and these are included in the appendix.  

Noise from gliders was mentioned the most.  

 

Fig.36 Q38 Do you experience any problems with noise in the village? 

Crime and Nuisance Behaviour 

28% of residents claim to have experienced crime or nuisance behaviour in the village. 

Asked what crime or nuisance behaviour in the village they had experienced, 40 

instances were recorded and are listed in the appendix.  Asked what residents felt could 
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be dome to reduce this 45 suggestions were made and are listed in full in the appendix.  

A greater police presence was a prominent response.   

 

Fig.37 Q39 Have you experienced crime or nuisance behaviour in the village? 

3% said they had been a victim of crime in the area in the last two years.  Asked if the 

appropriate service dealt with it adequately, 9 comments were made and these are 

included in the appendix.   

 

Fig.38 Q41 Have you been a victim of crime in the area in the last 2 years? 

Asked to list other areas of concern that should be addressed in the plan, 33 responses 

were given and these are listed in the appendix. 
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1 4.10  Business and Economy 

 
In approving the Parish Boundary as the Bearley Neighbourhood Plan area, Stratford 

District Council decided not to designate the area as a business area, as it is not 

primarily or wholly business in nature. The Village Community Plan identified business 

operating in the Parish, of which half are working from home and are now self-employed. 

Opinions were sought on business and the economy. 

 61% agreed that there could be development of small business units to provide 

jobs and facilities in the Parish. 

 76% agree that small business developments should be accommodated on 

existing built upon sites.  

 54% agree that a change of use of sites from business to residential (with the 

possible loss of associated facilities) should be allowed.  

 Two-thirds of residents (66%) felt a change of use of sites from residential to 

business use should be allowed. 

Table 9: 

Let us know your opinions on the below statements 

 Strongly 

Agree 

Agree Disagree Strongly 

Disagree 

There could be developments of 

small business units to provide 

jobs and facilities in the Parish 

(130) 

17 (13%) 62 (48%) 30 (23%) 21 (16%) 

Allow small business 

developments to be 

accommodated on existing built 

upon sites (128) 

21 (16%) 77 (60%) 19 (15%) 11 (9%) 

Change of use of sites from 

business to residential (with the 

possible loss of associated 

facilities) should be allowed 

(110) 

18 (16%) 42 (38%) 35 (32%) 15 (14%) 

Change of use of sites from 

residential to business use 

should be allowed (118) 

9 (8%) 31 (26%) 45 (38%) 33 (28%) 

Base: (All respondents, excluding no opinion) 
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The Stratford DC Core Strategy policy states that developer contributions can be sought 

towards infrastructure.  Opinions were sought on the facilities residents wished to see 

developed from developer contributions. 

 
Just over half of those questioned (52%) felt community facilities would benefit from the 

money.  48% investment on footpaths and pedestrian facilities was important, 45% 

improvements to the environment and 44% to open spaces. 

 
Table 10: 

Indicate the facilities you would like to see benefit from developer contributions 

 No. % 

Community facilities e.g. village hall improvements 74 52 

Footpaths/pedestrian facilities 67 48 

Environmental improvements e.g. tree planting 63 45 

Open spaces 62 44 

Rights of way 39 28 

On and off street parking 37 26 

Flood management 37 26 

Other specific improvement you may consider 

important 

18 13 

Cyclist facilities 16 11 

Base: (All respondents) (141) 
 

Residents were asked to provide details about the three facilities that they would like to 

be implemented.  68 people responded with the comments listed in the appendix.  A 

summary of the themes that were mentioned in the comments saw the following most 

prominent.  Environmental issues was commented on 22 times alongside the 

maintenance of footpaths/rights of way (22 mentions), specific suggestions to improve 

the village hall (21 mentions), the clearance of drains etc was commented on 11 

occasions and parking concerns and their locations had 10 comments. 

 

1 4.12  Additional Comments 

 
Parishioners were asked to list anything else they would like to see in the 

Neighbourhood/Parish plan.  The 29 comments made are listed in the appendix. 

The final question asked respondents for any other positives or negatives about living in 

Bearley that had not been covered elsewhere in the survey and anything that would 

improve life in the village.  31 wide-ranging comments were made and these are listed in 

full in the appendix.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 4.11  Developer Contributions 
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APPENDIX 1 - LITERAL COMMENTS TO QUESTIONS 

Q4. If you have lived in Bearley less than 5 years where did you live previously 

and what brought you to the Parish (e.g. job, to be near to family, retirement)? 

Wilmcote 15 years, Birmingham 2 years, returned to quiet country life 

Wanted to move to a nice location in the country near my husband's place of work 

Hampton Magna, Warwick. We moved to Bearley as we liked the house and its 

surroundings, and it also was still fairly close to Warwick 

Peaceful environment for the family and space to enjoy countryside 

Solihull. Countryside, village location 

Tomlow Stockton CV34 

Hatton Warwick, like the village 

Previous address; Orchard Well, Chapel Street, Welford - closer to motorway for work 

and the house 

Snitterfield - moved due to divorce 

We have relocated from London for a life style choice 

Warwick and Clitheroe, wanted a small, quiet village 

Great Alne - smaller house and garden 

Pinley Green, Claverdon, downsizing 

To be near family 

Hinckley, Leicestershire. It was always our intention to move back to South 

Warwickshire, so to be nearer our family 

Market Harborough 

Rented in Stratford, moved for family 

Lapworth - moved to Bearley for quieter area and larger property 

Will be in 5 years April 2015, Live in South Warwickshire/Stratford area all of our lives. 

Bexhill on Sea, East Sussex 

Priors Marston, returned to area 

Wilmcote - bought a house 

Previously in Redditch. Moved here due to idyllic rural location 

 
Q9. Do you feel in any way isolated – if yes, why? 

No facilities, very fast roads causing difficulty in crossing 

Poor, infrequent bus service. No post office, no retail, or general store. No pub or coffee 

shop. No doctors 

Bearley has no pub, no school, no shop nor GP. The railway station is of little use to 

residents. Individuals need a car for a modern life 

 
Q10. Please share any views you may have on development in Bearley. For 

instance, do you feel there is currently sufficient/insufficient housing in the 

area or what level of housing would you like to see in Bearley e.g., 10-25 or 25 

plus or any other? 

Insufficient housing. 25 plus houses would be better than a smaller number to meet 

demand in the area 

Sufficient at present but possibly 15-25 new houses needed within next 20 years 

25 plus to include bungalows for aged people. The more houses the better as this may 

provide facilities i.e. shop, doctors surgery 



 

10-25 is more than enough for the village as local services i.e. school, shops etc. are not 

in village and public transport is not the best 

25 houses is plenty 

Bearley should deliver 10-25 additional dwellings as required in the local plan period 

2014-2031, but no more than this number. The 10-25 additional dwellings should be 

built in keeping with the local vernacular style 

Development proposals should be considered very carefully. Infilling could ruin the 

character of the village while estate development would overwhelm it. I am totally 

against any new development in Bearley 

I feel there is currently sufficient housing in the area but appreciate that some 

development will have to take place and personally think 10-25 houses would be the 

most sensible level of housing considering the lack of amenities, for instance, a shop in 

the village 

10-25 

There is insufficient housing. We require more bungalows for the elders of the family, 

allowing them to vacate the houses for their family, allowing families to be available 

locally for any support they may need. I feel 10-25 houses would be sufficient for our 

village for this to happen 

I feel that there is currently sufficient housing in Bearley 

Ideally we would wish for there to be no further development in Bearley, but, we 

understand that there is a national need for additional housing and we thereby accept, 

reluctantly, that Bearley is required to deliver 10-25 additional dwellings 

We are content to see the village grow slowly. Small scale developments are preferred 

on infill sites rather than large block developments. We have 2 examples of large scale 

developments which have dramatically changed the nature of the village over the last 70 

years. A large proportion of existing properties are affordable housing status, we do not 

need more! 

There is insufficient housing in Warwickshire and due to Stratford DC; Bearley would be 

a village that is used to increase Warwickshire properties. I think 25 properties would be 

a sufficient amount for Bearley 

We feel that 10-25 New homes is appropriate for this village 

House sales in Bearley at all levels look to be very slow from modern bungalows suitable 

for retired people to old character cottages. If this is not a village where people are keen 

to move to (lack of amenities), why build more houses here at all? 

A small number of new houses would be ok. No more than ten houses added via infill in 

selected plots around the village would work best to keep the character of Bearley whilst 

adding new homes and people to it 

There is room for more housing 

Development in Bearley must be structured. The current residents' wishes as per the NP 

process should be paramount. Thereafter, any developments must add to the residents' 

wellbeing, bearing in mind the factors of traffic, buses, trains, footpaths, cycle tracks, 

drainage etc. Therefore it is unlikely that over the period 2014-2031 the village can 

sustain a large development. The question does not put an upper limit. Our conclusion is 

no more than 40 units in the longer term 

No more than 10 extra dwellings 

I think Bearley could take up to 25 additional houses comfortably, with possibly a further 

25 later. 

I agree that Bearley can take up to 25 additional houses comfortably with a further 25 

later. I am mystified by the omission of any future development of the Rajkowski land. 

No more than 10 as services will be effected 

I feel there is adequate housing in Bearley 

10-25 

Insufficient housing in area. Amenities. Reduce substantial housing to create desired 

amenities and shops. Transport links. 100+ houses of a high class social group are 

needed 



 

The infrastructure e.g. no schools, shops, GP, post office. Does not support the 

development of houses geared towards families 

We think Bearley is perfect as it is but if we have to build houses to meet local plan 

requirements, then this should be restricted to the minimum required i.e. 10-25 

additional dwellings 

Currently sufficient housing 

10-25 

Sufficient housing in the area 

I know it is very difficult to find sites to build houses, but, Bearley is not a place that can 

take a lot of houses. The lay out of the village is not suitable for a large build; at least 

eight people have died on its roads, four of them teenagers. Therefore, as few as 

possible should be built 

There should not be housing estates and no use of actively farmed land, nor should 

members of the parish/district council swing fence around in the centre of the village. 

There is already sufficient housing in Bearley and an elderly population will ensure more 

vacancies in due course. Schools are already subscribed and there are no services in the 

village 

A few more are ok if other facilities match, e.g. shop, social and sports for old and young 

10 - no further housing as road system and amenities will not be able to cope/sustain 

10-25 

Bearley has previously had 2 large scale developments (at least). Bearley has few 

facilities and should not have large scale development. 10-25 houses are plenty and we 

should not be exceeding this. Bearley is a village. Development should be in keeping 

with the village i.e. a range of sizes and styles and preferably locations 

Sufficient housing 

Bungalows 

25 homes, affordable, shared ownership. Also need further 10 new homes for purchase 

as 4 bed detached in centre infill sites. Village is too linear 

We are concerned that more housing would impact on the road infrastructure and the 

already problematic parking. If houses were built in Bearley, we would like to see more 

of 2 bedroom, affordable houses, suitable for young couples. A local shop would also be 

beneficial 

10-25 including affordability 

There should be more than 25 new houses in Bearley to bring in more younger people 

25 new houses would be ok 

I would like to have the 10-25 group of housing made available, so the children that are 

born and bred here will have somewhere that they are near to their family to live 

I believe Bearley is a small village with very few services and amenities. The building of 

10-25 houses on a green field site is wholly unacceptable 

I think that up to 25 houses in the village would enhance it as long as they are not all 

big expensive ones. There should be a good mix of small to medium size 

Split into 10-25 dwellings into equal proportion. 1-2 dwellings. Fill by local individual 

proposals first before giving permission to developers. Sign off planning only for 

environmentally friendly developments and aesthetically pleasing designs 

Sufficient housing. No need for anymore. No facilities in village either. 

The current village plan for 25 new properties in the planning period 2014-2031 would 

support both county and village, however, this development should not include 4/5 bed 

houses and so the 25 may be able to be increased by 1 or 2 

Sufficient housing thank you 

Aging population, not sufficient housing for younger families. Middle of 10-25 range, say 

15 

We consider that the current levels are sufficient. Further growth would inevitably lead to 

demands for more services and change in character of the village 



 

Bearley has an aging population and requires some development. Currently there is not 

sufficient housing for younger families e.g. starter homes and affordable housing with 

different tenures. Delivery in the mid of 10-25 range without prejudicing green belt 

status, would be most appropriate 

As little as possible so as to not change the character of the village 

Private Housing 

10-25 should be ok 

Sufficient 

25 or so new houses of mixed type should be encouraged over the period 

Small increase in housing would be fine. Roads can only support so much traffic 

Small level of development. 10-25 houses aimed principally at first time buyers to 

encourage young people to buy in the village 

Affordable housing is an issue nationwide and is one of the reasons we relocated. extra 

housing if bringing extra services to the village would be good 

25 

10 hours should be built in areas agreed by the parish council and nowhere else. The 

road infrastructure will not take anymore 

We understand that development is necessary and feel that 10-25 homes is reasonable 

over the coming years. However, we strongly feel these should be accommodated via 

infill housing and that Bearley must protect its green belt status 

Bearley needs more housing for elderly i.e. bungalow 

10-25 Be08 broad location - part 1; This location would be best as any facilities are at 

the lower end of the village. Adjacent to this site, i.e. rail, bus, village hall, A3500. 

Disruption to the village would be kept to a minimum 

Can't see any point to all of these houses being built. There are no facilities at all. 

Bearley is a small village that is near to Stratford and Henley. House should be built 

where there is employment and facilities 

25 houses by Facenda next to village hall would be perfect and cause least disruption. 

Not keen on infill as this would be inconvenient to existing housing during construction 

No more than 25, because you have to be careful of over developing 

Sufficient housing - losing too many open spaces 

There is sufficient at present. No more than 3-5 in the next 15 years 

Like to see 3-4 social housing. 3-5 individual designed modern housing and no more 

than 9-10 as new development 

At best, no development, then I suppose 10-15 infill 

I understand the need for more housing but do not welcome it. 10-25 additional houses 

in the planned locale is reasonable but will increase traffic particularly the A3400 

junction 

10-25 

I believe that 10-25 is more the sufficient. This is a rural community with very limited 

facilities which could not sustain larger scale development. In addition the residents 

moved here because of its rural nature and wish to keep it that way 

10-25 otherwise the village nature of Bearley will be lost 

10-25 

Nil 

Bearing in mind the lack of a school, village shop etc. we believe that there is sufficient 

housing in Bearley. If we have to accept more housing, it should only be a maximum of 

10-25 

10-25 

No need for more new builds. Too many existing properties do not sell for months/years 

There is already sufficient housing in the area 

There is currently sufficient housing in Bearley 



 

10-25 houses (assorted categories), I feel would be sufficient due to lack of amenities 

and access 

10-25 carefully planned houses to integrate with the general existing layout of Bearley 

would be acceptable 

No more than 10-25 

The level of housing should reflect that Bearley is within the green belt.  

Housing, Built-Up Area Boundary and Site Allocations 

Background: The Green Belt and Local Plan 

The village of Bearley is within the Green Belt, it is ‘washed over’. The National Planning 

Policy Framework (NPPF) sets out that new buildings in the Green Belt should be 

regarded as inappropriate, with a few exceptions including limited infilling in villages and 

limited affordable housing for local community needs. 

The NPPF states that Green Belt boundaries should only be altered in exceptional 

circumstances, through the preparation or review of the Local Plan. It defines a Local 

Plan as the plan drawn up by the local planning authority. This suggests that any 

changes to the Green Belt should be made by Stratford-on-Avon District Council (SDC) 

through their Local Plan, rather than a Parish Council through a Neighbourhood Plan 

(NP). 

This approach would ensure any changes to the green belt are through a comprehensive 

Green Belt Review, rather than piecemeal changes through a number of NPs that 

cumulatively could undermine the strategic purposes of the Green Belt. Notwithstanding 

this, should Green Belt changes be necessary, in the spirit of localism, it would be 

reasonable to expect those preparing NPs to be invited to assess the Green Belt 

boundary in their area and feedback the results to their local planning authority. 

However, this would take place following demonstration of exceptional circumstances 

and as part of a comprehensive review of Green Belt boundaries taking account, 

amongst other things, of the need for sustainable patterns of growth and the 

contribution of individual settlements to the openness of the Green Belt. As noted above, 

this is the responsibility of SDC, but, to date at least, does not appear to have taken 

place. 

SDC is preparing a Local Plan. The first document is the Core Strategy, which is currently 

being examined by an Inspector (herein referred to as the emerging Core Strategy). In 

addition, a Site Allocations Plan is in the early stages of preparation. 

The emerging Core Strategy sets out strategic objectives, including protection of the 

Green Belt from inappropriate development. Other than three specific cases, of no 

relevance to Bearley, it does not propose to alter the Green Belt and it states that SDC 

do not consider a comprehensive review of Green Belt boundaries to be necessary. 

Consultation on a Site Allocations Plan states that it is not SDC’s preference to alter 

Green Belt boundaries. 

The emerging Core Strategy also sets out a development strategy. This identifies Bearley 

as a Local Service Village (LSV) to accommodate approximately 10-25 houses in the 

period to 2031. However, it states that the scope for individual villages to accommodate 

development, will take into account the presence of designations such as the Green Belt. 

This is explained further in SDC’s response to ‘Inspector’s Further Comments and 

Queries’ dated 7 November 2014. This response states that the dwelling range for each 

category of LSV is approximate, with embedded flexibility in the LSV’s as a whole – that 

is, should development of a scale lower than envisaged occur in a particular LSV, for 

example due to Green Belt constraints, it can be accommodated in other LSVs. Referring 

to LSVs in the Green Belt, this response goes on to state that sites identified in NPs 

should satisfy the principle of limited infilling. 

However, as stated, the emerging Core Strategy is currently being examined by an 

Inspector and amendments have been suggested. The Inspector has raised that SDC are 

proposing housing across villages within the Green Belt, such as Bearley which may 

require them to come out of the Green Belt, but that there has not been a full 

assessment of exceptional circumstances to demonstrate that the required housing could 

not be accommodated in villages outside of the Green Belt. Consequently, the Inspector 

has suggested that the Core Strategy might be amended so that villages across the 



 

District are given a number of houses to accommodate between them. This could mean 

villages within the Green belt provide a level of housing commensurate with the 

constraint of the Green belt, with most houses being provided in the villages that are not 

in the Green Belt. As Bearley is within the Green belt this may mean delivery of 10 or so 

houses, or even less. 

The emerging Core Strategy sets out that Built Up Area Boundaries (BUAB) will need to 

be considered for LSVs. The Site Allocations Plan consultation elaborates on this. This 

states that land within the boundary would be where development would be considered 

acceptable in principle. Whilst exceptional circumstances do not appear to have not been 

demonstrated to justify alterations to the Green belt, it goes onto set out two 

approaches for LSVs in the Green belt, depending on the scale of development – that is 

that the LSV could continue to be ‘washed over’ by the Green Belt, with the boundary 

defining the extent of the built up area to support limited infilling and limited affordable 

housing to meet local community needs, or the LSV could be ‘inset’, with the boundary 

defining the extent of the village where Green Belt policy would not apply. The second 

approach – that is, ‘inset’ – would require the Green Belt boundary to be altered. 

The proposed Bearley NP 

The Bearley NP is being prepared in response to the emerging Core Strategy. In 

particular it is being prepared in response to the proposal that Bearley should 

accommodate approximately 10-25 houses in the period to 2031 and advice from SDC 

that Bearley should seek to accommodate a level of housing towards the upper end of 

the 10-25 houses range. However, whilst SDC may have advised that the Bearley NP 

seeks to accommodate around 25 houses, as set out above, SDC’s position is that the 

scope for individual villages to accommodate development should take into account 

designations such as Green belt, and should development of a scale lower than 

envisages occur in a particular LSV due to green Belt constraints it can be 

accommodated in other LSVs. Consequently the Bearley NP could provide for 10 houses, 

or even less, and comply with the emerging Core Strategy. 

In addition the NP has placed weight on SDC’s Strategic Housing Land Availability 

Assessment (SHLAA), which identifies Faccenda’s land as potential broad location for 

housing, as it is least sensitive in landscape terms. Whilst a NP should take into account 

available evidence, the SHLAA does not give consideration to the Green belt. However, 

the Government has updated its advice in the Planning Practise Guidance and states that 

a SHLAA should take account of constraints such as the Green Belt. It goes onto state 

that this may restrain an authority in meeting its need. This is not to say landscape 

sensitivity is not important, just that it is one factor and needs to be part of a 

comprehensive assessment that includes consideration of the Green Belt. 

On the basis of advice from SDC the Bearley NP seeks to accommodate 25 houses. This 

has dictated a BUAB that has had to include open countryside and, taking account of the 

SHLAA, Faccenda’s land has been put forward. In turn this is likely to require Bearley to 

come out of the Green belt, to be ‘inset’. This is because such development on 

Faccenda’s land is unlikely to be considered to be limited infilling or limited affordable 

housing for local community needs given, amongst other things, the site size and the 

level of housing proposed. 

Consequently, the Bearley NP appears to propose that the Green belt be altered. 

However, as set out above, the NPPF states that Green belt boundaries should only be 

altered in exceptional circumstances, which do not appear to have been demonstrated, 

and through preparation of a Local Plan, that is a plan drawn up by SDC. As such, the 

Bearley NP appears to run counter to national policy and it may therefore fail to meet 

one of the basic conditions required of such a document – that is, to have regard to 

national policy and advice. In addition, given a strategic objective of the emerging Core 

Strategy is to protect the Green Belt from inappropriate development, it may also fail to 

meet the basic condition that is complies with the strategic policies of the development 

plan. Consequently, the Bearley NP as it stands may not pass examination and, 

consequently, would not be able to proceed to referendum. 

Way forward 

In the absence of SDC demonstrating exceptional circumstances and undertaking a 

comprehensive review of Green Belt boundaries, any NP for Bearley should work within 



 

the constraint of the Green belt. It should start by drawing a tight BUAB that excludes 

areas of open countryside and then it should seek to identify infill sites, which in turn 

dictate the level of housing that can be accommodated. That is, the direct reverse of the 

process that has taken place. 

The NP has considered infilling and evidence to date suggests that 12-15 houses may be 

able to be met by through this approach. As noted, this would comply with the emerging 

Core Strategy. It would also comply with the Inspector’s suggested amendment to the 

Core Strategy. This approach would protect the Green belt in line with national policy 

and the strategic objectives of the emerging Core Strategy. Consequently, in this 

respect, it should be able to demonstrate that it meets the basic conditions required of a 

NP of having regard to national policy and advice and complying with the strategic 

policies of the development plan. 

Support 10-25, including provision for younger families. Also some retirement homes for 

rent 

Development be of mixed housing stock and not in too large amounts on one site. To be 

kept in keeping with natural village development 

10-25 and thereafter steady 

10-25 

I am happy that Bearley takes its share of the additional housing required in Stratford 

district 

10-25 

Insufficient bungalows and 2/3 bedroom houses. 10-25 

Agree that there should be some extra, affordable housing. Not over crowded estates, 

max. 20 properties per plot. Spread over a 5 year period 

For the amenities we currently have in Bearley, which are very limited, there is sufficient 

(if not too many) houses. Any additional housing will require increased transportation 

and community based development. We appreciate the nationwide need for new 

housing, but, in such a rural environment we would want this kept to under 25 and those 

should be infill to existing developments. Also, they should be sympathetic to the 

peaceful nature of this village 

Ten-twenty five houses is enough for the village. 

We think there are enough houses in Bearley, so, we are not in favour of any additional 

houses being built 

Sufficient for support services 

More bungalows please, perhaps 10 houses 

Sufficient 

I think we need a few more houses. Maybe between 10-25, no more 

Sufficient houses 

More bungalows should be built for those who have lived here for most of their lives and 

I would like to down size to a bungalow in the future 

Sufficient housing of both private and housing association. I do not see the need for 

development in Bearley 

Sufficient 

I think the current level is sufficient. Given we don't have a large infrastructure (shops, 

doctors etc.) 

10-25 max 

I am very concerned with plans for houses opposite Bearley Grange. It will make 

Snitterfield Road highly congested. I would hope for no more than 25 on that piece of 

land 

More affordable housing to attract young families 

There is insufficient housing and Bearley needs more employment 

We moved to Bearley because it is quieter, so we would not require any further 

developments. If any development were approved, then we would have moved from 



 

Lapworth for nothing. The fields and woodlands are very special to the parish of Bearley. 

If properties have to be built, then reclaimed land should be used i.e. demolish existing 

buildings to re-build new 

We are against infill; this will close up the village. We recognise the need for additional 

housing and believe that this should be 1 site. 

Yes, I feel there is currently sufficient housing. There are no amenities to support more 

10-25 carefully planned houses to integrate with the general existing layout of Bearley 

would be acceptable. But with the majority in one location such as the broad location 

rather than sporadic, unsuitable infilling 

Infill only 

Lack of local facilities befits Bearley's status as a small, once agricultural village, stuck in 

the countryside. Poor rail and other transport facilities would suggest that the number of 

additional dwellings should be no more than 25 

Do not want greedy builders such as Rajkowski getting planning permission for a village 

he has no ties or connections 

There is currently sufficient housing with a good balance of properties suitable for most 

age and social-economic groups. More sheltered/retirement housing is needed with a 

mix of affordable/private housing. This could encourage older residents living in family 

homes to downsize thus alleviating the need for further housing development. 10-15 

units would be appropriate 

Providing residential sheltered accommodation for increasing elderly population could 

release houses for sale. 10-15 sheltered accommodation bungalows could suffice 

10-25 houses 

Sufficient housing 

Bearley is washed over by green belt and as such, should not be required to build high 

levels of housing. 

We feel there is currently sufficient housing available in the area. 

We are happy to see 10-25 new homes in Bearley 

Insufficient information to form an opinion as we moved here less than 2 months ago 

Any new builds should be small in number and spread about, not new estates being 

built. The odd bit of infill building is acceptable 

As our house is not in main part of Bearley we have no preference 

I feel that Bearley can deliver a small number of houses without it affecting the rural 

character of the village. I feel any large scale development would change the character 

of the village to such an extent that we would seriously consider moving elsewhere 

 
Q15. Please provide any additional comments here you may wish to make on 

Housing 

We have a large proportion of local authority housing already in the village, so open 

market housing would balance this out rather than putting more social housing in 

Any additional housing should be built in the local vernacular style 

With regard to present dwellings, it should be noted that of the 9 in Bearley Grange, 4 of 

them are not on main drainage. This should be a priority including any other within the 

village who have similar drainage problems 

Adequate provision to be made for parking. Most properties require 2 vehicles 

We are appalled by the recent garden grabbing survey in Bearley. All attempts to 

greedily brick up our green corners should be resisted by everyone. 

Housing should be in keeping with the current environment and if added discretely in 

small pockets will blend in. Large sites should be avoided and focus on individual / 2 

property size max sites 

I do not believe that development should be allowed in the current conservation area. 

There are particular problems re: access and traffic. 

I am amazed that infill housing seems to be being encouraged in an conservation area 



 

where access onto narrow, winding lanes is already under pressure. 

Homes to rent ease the housing problem not 4 or 5 bedrooms to sell 

Until the transport links are upgraded (rail and cycle) and amenities (shops, school), the 

village is large enough. Any further expansion should infill towards the station and 

A3400 

Planners should be far more flexible in approving planning applications 

Solar panels on roofs should not be allowed. Water meters, re-use of water should be 

encouraged 

Additional housing should include major road structure in the village 

Any new developments should not increase the likelihood of flooding to the village. 

Should provide adequate off vocal parking and provide minimal disruption to existing 

village life during the construction period i.e. noise, traffic etc. 

Villages and active farm land should be preserved at the existing level 

Use up derelict buildings first 

Unfortunately village is linear and the old centre needs to be in filled. Bring back life 

around the church not on the western boundary only 

There are no retirement properties for elderly people of the village to move into, thus, 

vacating larger properties needed by larger families 

Any development should be done sympathetically and not the usual default large house 

builder rubbish 

Energy efficient, renewable energy, decent sized properties, aesthetically pleasing 

Any significant building must include infrastructure development. 

New housing should not create infrastructure problems, parking problems and should be 

in keeping with village character 

New housing should not create additional problems e.g. flooding and should be designed 

so as not to cause parking problems 

Affordable /buy-to-let housing is a potential time bomb for the country. When people 

retire and cannot afford rent, which picks up the bill? 

Services available to match number of houses especially if building for the elderly 

New housing should include smaller 2 bedroom houses for first time home owners. 

Larger luxury homes should be limited 

Planning enforcement must make sure what is agreed to be built is built - not 50% more 

We feel strongly that any affordable housing should be allocated to people with 

connections to the village 

We do not need either the Facenda development nor the Rajkowski 

As an architect and designer, we don't build in villages, contemporary housing, which 

reflect the period and build, technology of 2020 etc. Why must we always copy the past? 

Tradition if fine and character but the village should show the changing face of design 

Any additional housing should cater for a variety of needs. It is important that we 

encourage young people, families and retirees 

Garages and off road parking essential 

The style should ensure it is in keeping with the rural character although I would not be 

averse to a modern twist for small scale development 

Don't do it 

Do not want low cost rental 

Social rented housing is significantly above district/county levels. Affordable housing 

tenure should therefore, as far as possible, seek a better balance for Bearley 

I agree to the above 

Any new housing should reflect the rural character of the village and in keeping with its 

heritage 

I believe that the percentage of affordable housing in Bearley far exceeds that in other 

similar sized villages 



 

Housing should only be within the Bearley boundary 

No 3 storey houses/apartments. Maximise open spaces 

Sewerage is a worry when loads of houses etc. are to be built 

We don't need any new housing 

No new housing needed 

Family houses need better parking. Grange Road parking very limited 

We do not want large development spoiling our beautiful rural area. We moved to 

Bearley to get away from the city, not for it to be built around us 

As mentioned previously, concerned with housing only in area on back of survey 

Housing association 3 bed houses with one elderly person seems wrong  when young 

families in Maisonette 

School Lane would be ideal for more houses and its near Bearley village hall 

Given the isolation of Bearley and its lack of facilities for the old, it would seem to be 

unsuitable for the provision of more homes for the elderly 

Any housing should be minimal and in keeping with style surrounding the land 

Houses should have an individual style to reflect the village architecture. Not new build, 

egg box style estates and all new buildings must have adequate parking spaces 

All new housing should include green energies e.g. solar panels, ground source, heat 

pumps etc. 

I strongly feel that overdevelopment will be a detriment to the village. The people who 

have chosen to live in Bearley have done so due to the beautiful rural nature of the 

village and too much development would ruin this 

 
Q17. Please provide any additional comments here about the Boundary. 

Some agricultural land seems to have been included - why? 

Please could we have infill i.e. the large area between Grange Road and the Snitterfield 

Road. It is better to infill and join the village together than spread the outer limits which 

could end up as another Redditch, where all the smaller villages were joined 

The boundary should include the group of houses at the East end of the village. Ash Hill 

Cottage etc. and the area of land between these houses and the rest of the village, as 

these houses are an integral part of the village. The boundary should also include the 

'Rajowski' land in the middle of the village, otherwise, this would exclude suitable infill 

development land in the centre of the village 

Most of the infill sites, proposed within the boundary will have little visual impact on 

driving through the village 

The parish council needs to investigate the effect of the boundary on the villages washed 

over by the green belt status 

Bearley needs to keep its green belt status. There is no infrastructure to support removal 

of built up area status. Flooding is a real risk 

It does not make sense to me that the parish council appear to be happy with infilling in 

the conservation area but have excluded from any development of the Rajkowski land, 

which appears to me to be ideal for development. 

The Rajkowski land has been carefully excluded from the built up area, apparently 

because School Lane is not suitable for an access road. 

If more large homes are built, it will effect infrastructure and services 

The boundary needs to be flexible to enable houses to be built 

The road infrastructure cannot take big builds 

The boundary has been placed by our parish council so their members are not affected. 

They have agreed amongst themselves to preserve ground which may affect them 

I do not understand why site ref Bea102 is not deemed suitable for housing development 

in line with the other built-up area boundary plots 

The boundary excludes a large part of land in the centre of the village and extends 



 

beyond the current housing edge. It seems to me that infilling would make more sense 

than extending the village 

There is the opportunity to infill between the main road cutting through and Grange 

Road. A western extension only will not allow Bearley to have a heart. The village lacks a 

central space for public gatherings. The village hall is some distance from Bearley Green 

and the church. Use the infill sites 

The problem with the boundary is surface water drainage 

I feel that areas 1 and 2 on the map would be ideal for development. Preferably for 

bungalows so as not to block resident's views and provide suitable homes for the elderly 

These exclude a large piece of land in the centre of the village. This would make a much 

better development as opposed to a sprawling development. I have marked it 'x' 

The boundary is for provision of 25 houses. However, if as a result of planning 

inspector's deliberation, the infill development will suffice then it must be redrawn to 

exclude facenda development 

The boundary appears to be drawn towards provision of about 25 houses as 

recommended and advised by Stratford-on-Avon district council. This may prejudice the 

green belt status of the village is SDC is to inset the village and remove green belt 

protection at a time the village will need it most. 

Why include Bearley Cross 

Agree with the boundary 

With the location of the site, I feel it would increase traffic obstructions on the roads 

Any attempt to infill within the conservation area should not be permitted 

The boundary is too big. The village would surely lose its green belt status. The map is 

out of date regarding the play area 

We live directly opposite the broad location area have paid a premium for such a view. I 

do not want me and my family to look out across a new development 

The large area to the east of School Lane should be included. The land owner has 

previously sort planning to build a housing development on this site. He reinforced this 

during an open meeting on 24/11/14. I would still prefer the broad location Be08 site to 

be developed. 

Approval of Faccenda plan runs the risk of Rajkowski being approved as well. Both 

should be vigorously opposed 

It seems extremely logical and well thought out 

I get the impression matters regarding future developments have already been decided. 

Broad location. Facenda 

The boundary line is sensible with development land identified in the only really logical 

place 

The boundary looks correct - it is important to have open space within a rural community 

Do not wish to see any further violation of surrounding countryside other than boundary 

outlined 

I feel it should be opened up in certain areas especially with a view to making the village 

as a whole, a more cohesive place to live, to incorporate the whole community and 

involve all in moving forward as a community 

The land behind the manor and bordering School Lane should take limited infill 

development 0f 2-5 houses, subject to feasibility i.e. access, drainage, etc. 

The built up area boundary should reflect that Bearley is within the green belt 

I fail to see why the area of land surrounded by Oak tree Close, Grange Road, School 

Lane has been omitted. I feel we must protect the green belt around the village 

The boundary includes green belt 

Boundary to remain unattended 

I have no issue with most of this, but, I don't understand why the larger area by the 

playing field, boarded on two sides by open land, is included in the built up area above 

the area to the left of School Lane, which is almost completely surrounded by existing 

development 



 

Needs to be smaller 

We strongly disagree with building on playing fields. We disagree with building in the 

broad location and behind the garden centre 

The boundary is unfairly restricted, extending far beyond the village to the West and 

imbalanced to the East, which is still a part of the village. It is not Snitterfield, there can 

be no justification in excluding that area 

Plenty of infill land available without using actively farmed land 

Bearley has some nice open land, the boundary I agree with, but think broad locations 

should be kept protected 

Please consider Old Play area and the unused Orbit owned garages in preference 

Should include Manor fields and land to east of the village 

Any building needs to be away from the conservation area/centre of the village. Next to 

the sparks field or over by the station. Infill will not provide sufficient area for future 

needs 

Too big 

Depends what the boundary is for? 

Why the infill location at Wood Lane farm sitting is west of Bearley farm shown as 

outside the built up area boundary line? 

We would not wish to see any development within the conservation area or any green 

belt 

I feel the most important thing is to protect the land bordering Grange road and School 

Lane from development. This land is central to the village and any development of it 

would have a major and detrimental impact on the character of Bearley 

 
Q21. Please provide details of any other sites you feel have potential for 

development (please indicate why site(s) offers potential and identify owner if 

known) 

As already stated there is a large area of infill between Grange Road and Snitterfield 

which would be ideal 

If the parcel of land in the centre of the village gets the go ahead for development, will 

the number of homes built be deducted from the neighbourhood plans future 

development 

The Rajkowski land in the centre of the village should be identified as a broad location 

and promoted by the parish council for the 25 dwelling development rather than the 

Faccenda land. Bearley is an unusual village, being a collection of separate groups of 

houses with no centre, no heart to the village. The various distinct groups of houses, 

being the 1950's Grange Road estate, the ribbon development along the Snitterfield 

Road down to Bearley Grange, the 1980's estate and the older houses of Ash Lane and 

Church Lane, all have very separate identities and do not collectively function as a 

community, as they lack a focal point, a meeting place in the centre. The centre of the 

conservation area is open land (the Green, the recreation ground, the land on the corner 

of Ash Lane) with only a small church and about 7 houses, most wholly or partly hidden 

from view. This openness extends right across the Rajkowski land. People passing 

through Bearley identify the village as the ribbon development along the Snitterfield 

Road, not the centre of the conservation area. Developing the Faccenda site will move 

the centre of the conservation area. Developing the Faccenda site will move the centre of 

gravity further to the West. Bearley will be seen as a 1950's - 2010's outlying suburb of 

Stratford, with a conservation area of a disparate group of old houses attached to its 

East side. Villages need a concentrated heart. Sensitive development of the Rajkowski 

land and other central infill sites would create a more integrated community, building on 

and enhancing the fabric of the existing historic houses and the church. We do now have 

the opportunity to recreate the real centre of the village by sensitive infill and create a 

sense of place, provide a focus for the community. If you think of any village with a 

thriving green etc. enclosed by a tightly knitted pattern of buildings of varying types, 



 

sizes and styles. A concentrated centre would also enable a village shop to be 

sustainable, again enhancing the community. Perhaps one day a new, modest, 

community centre and club could be built in the centre of the village, leaving the existing 

village hall as a sports and leisure centre. Further development on the Western edge of 

the village, on the Faccenda land, would exaggerate the split in the village, between East 

and West, old and new, divided at the top of the hill, creating two separate communities. 

This cannot be the right way to fulfil the potential of Bearley. 

Build on the airfield. This would have no impact on current residents of all parts of 

Bearley and would remove the prospect of motorised gliders from the area 

None. 

The Rajkowski land is an obvious site for development on a similar scale to the broad 

location and may be more likely to preserve our green belt status 

The Rajkowski land off School Lane is an obvious site for development on a similar scale 

to the broad location and may be more likely to protect our green belt status 

None 

Opposite side of a A3400 and opposite side of social club 

All boundary areas should be considered for housing expansion 

The fields in the middle of village. This village needs a shop. Too many cars going out 

daily to other shops 

10-25 houses could easily be placed in the Rajkowski owned land, which is not actually 

farmed, although, years before last there were cattle plus millions of flies. Behind School 

Lane, all landowner's submissions inside the village should be a priority 

BEA102 

I do not understand why the landscape study found site ref: BEA102 to be inappropriate 

for development aside from 1 or 2 houses. This plot would easily take 10 houses with 

minimum disruption to the landscape and provide sensible infill 

The other development site is of huge potential as marked on the map at the back 

None for the quantity of houses to be built other than infill locations identified 

Rajkowski owned site behind School Lane, Grange Road, Oak Tree Close and Snitterfield 

Road. The SDC SHLAA review says only one or two houses can be built on it as there are 

access problems to the site 

Airmanship Hall; for some reason planning refusal for change of use to residential 

The garages behind Grange Road. The old playground 

There are no other sites. Infill will look ghastly, as developers will only build modern 

square blocks with no character 

No obvious sites 

In the absence of exceptional circumstances and a comprehensive review of green belt 

boundaries, the neighbourhood plan should reflect that Bearley is within the green belt 

Site I have marked 'A' on the plan. Access is available from Oak tree Close. 

Rajkowski land 

None 

Old Play area and Orbit owned garages 

Infill will ruin/over crowd the existing village. 

DO we need more housing in the village at all? 

 
Q22. What are your views on living in Bearley and in particular the aspects of 

the local environment that are most important to you? 

Bearley would benefit from having a village shop similar to Snitterfield 

The peace and tranquillity of this hamlet 

Quiet location, views, nice to live in a village with no traffic congestion - as other areas 

have traffic problems 



 

Enjoy the community, no services 

A quiet, rural location with good accessibility to public footpaths, SSSI and local 

woodland 

Relatively unspoilt by housing development, great views, great walks, lovely forna and 

flora. Clean, well maintained, friendly due to small village population. Pride in village 

environment 

Bearley is a very pleasant village to live in and to walk around. We have fields that we 

can walk across on warm sunny days in the summer and also for dog walkers. It would 

be a shame to spoil the size of the village with a higher than 25 houses when we have 

no facilities other than the village hall and club 

We have lived here for 37 years and have no wish to move. It is a good village to live in. 

Plenty of local support and interests. However a local shop would be great but could one 

sustain it? Probably not 

It is a village that consists of many generations of the same family, there are some 

members that have to move away due to lack of family homes. I feel the stipulations of 

new homes should be that of having family links to the village 

The countryside, feel the strong sense of community 

The sense of community and friendliness that we have with the residents of the nine 

properties in Bearley Grange. 

Bearley has suffered from poor planning policy over the last 70 years and the legacy of 

this is still with us. The massive council house development in the 1950's swamped the 

original village of approximately 60 houses. The next development by the SDC on 

Bearley Green of 60 houses did similar damage to the social integration of the village 

Access to countryside walks - good. Small community - good 

Bearley is a quiet, peaceful and unpolluted village with access to open countryside within 

a few yards of everyone's home. Wildlife abounds, quite literally on our doorstep and is a 

daily delight 

Bearley has limited infrastructure such as roads, schools, shops and there is no need to 

increase housing beyond a limited (10-15 max) increase. Bearley offers a tranquil and 

environmentally pleasant environment to live and raise families. This must be 

maintained. The conservation area and surrounding countryside are very important to 

the overall environment. 

Bearley is a pleasant village. However, residents make a community not infrastructure. 

The living experience could be enhanced by the active promotion of the community spirit 

through village organisations and other volunteer opportunities by the parish council 

Bearley is a quiet village and has a friendly community spirit. Excessive development 

would disrupt this aspect considerably. The risk of flooding is also a threat to all 

residents if building developments are allowed 

Bearley is a nice place to live but is lacking in key facilities such as; post office, village 

store, doctors. Church Lane has to be a local beauty spot but is struggling because of the 

increased level of traffic. Access to the lane has always been a problem and would be 

worsened if some or all of the possible infilling is allowed. 

Bearley is a nice place to live but is lacking in key facilities such as; post office, village 

store and doctors. Church Lane is struggling with increased traffic. 

I moved here as it was a small local village. Some wish to try and develop it to a large 

village or small town. This would destroy our local environment 

I like living in Bearley. I am underwhelmed by cycling or footpath provision to Stratford 

or Snitterfield. I feel that the station would get more use if trains to/from Solihull 

stopped there 

A peaceful place to live near Stratford-on-Avon but without a car it is very difficult for 

younger people to travel for their employment, or for elderly with no transport 

We require much better amenities such as doctors, shops, post office, general stores and 

better public transport links. To achieve these we need to enlarge the village with 

substantially more housing - 100+ 

We have bought a house backing onto woodland and would be devastated if this became 

a housing site. High amounts of natural habitat and wildlife would be lost 



 

The peace and quiet nature of the village. The ability to walk on open footpaths in the 

local countryside. The efforts of villagers and parish council to safeguard the village's 

way of life. We are concerned about parking on Grange Road and how this can restrict 

access to emergency vehicles 

I like living in a rural village 

The wildlife in Bearley is very important to our family 

Flora and fauna and walks via public pathways, the tranquillity and necessary to keep 

but only possible if it is encouraged and allowed. Bearley should not be a service village 

full of housing estates where there are no jobs, schools or doctors 

Access to country walks, use of village hall 

The village environment is perfect for living especially for people with busy lives who 

need to relax within village life 

The village is fine as it is. Yes it can accommodate 10-25 more houses but that is it. No 

additional amenities required. Need to maintain the green space 

We have been here 18 years and intend to stay here. It is a village and should not be 

over-extended as there are no facilities (school, shop, pub, buses, trains etc.) We value 

the countryside and the views. 

Bearley is a lovely rural settlement and convenient for access to Stratford and Warwick. 

Also benefits from proximity to A46 and M40. We enjoy the access to outstanding 

walking routes from our doorstep. Wish that we could regain a small convenience store 

for newspapers etc. 

A nice quiet village, with nice views of the countryside 

Not to have too many houses in one area, but to distribute new buildings over any of the 

proposed sites, so as to keep a village atmosphere intact and not turn it into an estate of 

many buildings in one area 

The wonderful views our property gives us. The proposed broad location would massively 

effect this and as a consequence, force us to move and obviously our sale price will be 

greatly affected by such broad location proposed sites 

We like it because it's quiet 

Peaceful village. Easy access to Stratford. Good links to access motorway network 

Open spaces/rural environment 

A tranquil Warwickshire village away from major roads, green spaces and rural character 

To maintain the rural nature of the village. Prevent any aspect likely to increase noise 

pollution e.g. through traffic, aircrafts etc. 

A lovely, quiet rural Warwickshire village with a lot of Green Spaces and relative 

tranquillity sufficiently away from major roads to enable birdsong to be heard. Mature 

trees, hedges, woodland covered with bluebells in the spring. In an ideal location to 

reach anywhere in England in a short time 

Peace and quiet, the sound of the birds, good neighbours and idyllic surroundings 

Being in central England has reasonably easy access to nearby cities and motorway 

system 

The conservation area creates the feel of Bearley and should be enhanced to raise the 

pull status of the village 

The fact that it is quite rural and good for walks 

We moved to enjoy a country lifestyle and moved away from an area of rented and 

social housing as the influx of additional houses caused a decline in the area 

Open spaces, access, relative quiet 

Peace and quiet, rural views, small number of hours 

It's very important to us to keep the area green and minimise traffic. Properties built 

should be in keeping with the village 

We live in Bearley as it is a safe and quiet location in which to raise our family. I am 

worried about an increase in crime and traffic 

Bearley is a safe area to live in but is lacking in facilities for elderly i.e. shop, housing. 

Too much focus is given to children 



 

We want to keep the rural environment with the green open spaces in the middle of the 

village kept. This will keep the village atmosphere 

Quietness, rural atmosphere. No shops, no major roads, fields, green belt 

Good location with easy access to facilities. Traffic on Birmingham Road to Stratford is a 

nightmare 

Like the fact that it is a small village with a variety of styles and size of property. The 

fact that there is a feeling of open countryside with green areas within the boundary of 

the village 

Preserve our green belt status. Developments over 10 houses will change the make-up 

of the village. No infrastructure to support larger developments 

Open space between housing. Retention of the walks, woods and country makes for 

escapism to the rural environment. Quietness, cleanliness and peace 

Quiet, park at night, small, little traffic 

A quiet, rural location, housing to be less dense than city areas 

To maintain a quiet village atmosphere 

The peace and quiet we have in Bearley is particularly important as is the ability to walk 

through the village with the feel of a village rather than a large housing estate 

Maintenance of the brook. Speed humps in Grange Road and footpath parking in Grange 

Road 

Beautiful village, surrounding green fields 

Rural environment should be preserved and character especially of conservation area 

should not be compromised 

Bearley is a peaceful village of character in the conservation area, largely unchanged for 

many years and should remain so 

Maintaining existing historical heritage of the village ensuring commercial visiting 

vehicles respect the lanes and minor roads in the village 

Support policies re: conservation area, green belt and open spaces, that add to, rather 

than duplicate, higher level policy, e.g. – conservation area character appraisal – 

definition of ‘limited infilling’ in green belt, within context of Bearley – identification of 

open spaces to be protected. 

Pleasant rural location, able to enjoy the peacefulness and ease of access to the 

countryside. An active social community 

I like living in Bearley but miss it having a social hub in the form of a shop or a village 

pub. 

It is the open greenness that is the attraction of living in Bearley 

I enjoy living in Bearley - peace - tranquillity - community feeling and feeling safe 

I would prefer there to be more activity and opportunity to communicate casually with 

other; dog walkers find this easier as they have a reason to walk regularly. A shop would 

encourage more interaction, additional housing could make this feasible 

You need a car to live in the village as it's a 1/2 mile walk to nearest public transport. 

No pollution and at present wide open countryside and fairly close to Stratford and 

Henley in Arden 

We enjoy the peace and tranquillity of living in a rural village. We do not want the village 

to be turned into an over-crowded, over populated town 

The current atmosphere of the village is great. Environmentally, with access for humans 

to open green spaces for walking. Also, the range of wildlife including deer that co-habit 

with us. 

We like living in Bearley due to low crime rate, good access to local towns, reasonable 

cost of living, no vandalism, no children hanging around the streets, peaceful 

atmosphere and countryside walks 

This is a quiet, rural village. Hopefully we can keep it so. Access to footpaths/keeping the 

existing level of bus services are important to us 

Good. Need younger people/families 

Nice - suits us 



 

We have lived in Bearley for over 57 years, all very happy ones, but, I am afraid too 

many new residences will spoil Bearley life. We are a village and do not want to be a 

town 

Rural 

Independence 

Pleasant village in the countryside providing easy access to the motorway system but 

with little heart 

I moved to Bearley for the peace and quiet and because it is in the green belt. We do not 

need any more housing in the village 

Countryside and actively farmed land, must be preserved 

Local community feel, park/village centre. Bearley Beacon. Green belt status must 

remain, plenty of brownfield sites closer to centre of Stratford 

Peace and quiet, rural setting, wildlife, very little light pollution, very little traffic 

It is most important to me that houses are spread and not all used in the broad location 

Nice environment for children. Need more young families 

Woodlands and fields give a peaceful and quiet lifestyle. Nature requires these areas to 

be kept for today and future generations 

Particularly like living in Bearley for its size, chosen location for smallness of village. Very 

important no more traffic to protect heritage of village 

Bearley is a peaceful village of character in the conservation area, largely unchanged for 

many years and should remain so. 

Bearley is an isolated community, virtually surrounded by countryside, very suited to the 

production of food. It only has one amenity worth mentioning and that is the priceless 

one of peace and quiet 

We love the fact we are not over looked and are surrounded by open fields, perfect for 

walking. It was one of the selling points of our move to Bearley 

Quiet country village - an excellent location 

Generally, Bearley is a quiet village with plenty of scope for walking in the nearby 

countryside. By car, there is easy access to Stratford-on-Avon, Warwick and 

Leamington. Speeding traffic up and down from the church to the A3400 is dangerous as 

is the need to brave crossing the A3400 or foot for the Birmingham bus stop and Bearley 

station 

Not having a shop is detrimental to the village 

Bearley is a quiet and peaceful village. We moved here for just those reasons. 

The general peace and quiet, being surrounded by countryside, being near to many 

interesting towns and places to visit, being centrally located near motorway network and 

nice people to live with 

Quiet, rural locality with public footpaths to access various walks 

Rural character is important 

Bearley is a pleasant village 

As out of the main village, don't feel part of the village. No shop or pub in village 

The rural nature of the village. Maintaining green belt status 

 
Q25. Please share any additional views you may have on communications in 

Bearley, including any suggestions for how it might be improved. 

New BT Infinity has made a big difference to our broadband speed; very marked 

improvement. We have been very happy with it 

4G and cable broadband 

The website would benefit from being modernised with more current info 

Install a local area mast and share amongst mobile providers 

Phone signal is poor and broadband is not good enough. It can't cope with current 



 

population so won't cope if increased 

Honesty from officials who compose questionnaires like this 

None 

BT Infinity is available but there is insufficient capacity to meet demand 

It would be useful if the local exchange was enabled to allow for broadband packages 

other than BT's own, i.e. Sky, PlusNet, Virgin, Talk Talk, Which would make it cheaper 

for residents 

Sometimes poor reception from Vodafone 

Some parts of Bearley complained about poor mobile reception but networks offer 

solutions if approached 

BT Infinity speeds not as advertised, as there is an upgrade required at the Snitterfield 

telephone exchange. I was informed by BT in November 2014 this was the case 

BT Infinity is not available to new customers as all the lines have been used up. Need 

more 

Mobile reception is awful, although, broadband is better, still not brilliant 

Although high speed broadband is now available it is at extra cost. I can cope with 

existing speed 

Mobile signal is rubbish - needs drastic improvement 

It is easy to access information from Bearley.org website or by talking to local councillors 

E-mail forum/Twitter 

Bearley Beacon, bearley.org, friends of Bearley village, St Mary the Virgin, W.I, garden 

club, flower club, bowls club, lunch club, social club - all of the above help to bring the 

village together 

Cable, more in Beacon 

More info on noticeboards 

Parish council and SDC often Hobsons choice 

Broadband speed key. Good improvement in last 6 months with BT Infinity 

I have recently had Infinity broadband supplied by BT and have been very disappointed 

at its lack of speed 

Repair the Snitterfield Road from the Stratford Road to and beyond Bearley Green 

Boost in mobile signal 

Even the BT Infinity speed is poor - clearly can't cope with current demand 

We have signed up for BT Infinity - it is faster but speed is still intermittent at times. 

Hopefully this will improve 

Mobile telephone coverage needs considerable improvement in Snitterfield Road 

 
Q26a1. Traffic in Bearley is generated by local residents and non-residents 

accessing the A3400 and A46. Introducing traffic calming in the village - If you 

strongly agree or agree, where? 

Main road from Bearley Grange to corner before church 

Grange Road, Snitterfield Road 

Traffic still goes above 40mph along Snitterfield Road, needs to slow down 

On main road through village 

Along the Snitterfield Road, the introduction of speed bumps before and after the bend 

near the church and at beginning and end of village 

On the Snitterfield Road approaching the bend opposite the church and as for on Bearley 

Green, it is fairly dangerous coming out of the road junction from Old Snitterfield Road 

due to speed of vehicles coming from both directions, especially around the bed 

Before the church and before village hall entering from A3400 



 

There is a bend on the road near the church and School Lane. That is hard to cross 

Between village hall and Bearley Grange. Top of the hill by Old Vicarage. By Ash Hill 

Cottage 

Snitterfield Road - the race track through the village 

On the Snitterfield Road 

Before the bend by the church in both directions 

Snitterfield Road and Grange Road 

Between the southern end of Bearley green and Church Lane. 

At each end of the village 

On the bend by Bearley church 

Not chicanes. Yes to solar powered sign before bend by Church Lane on Snitterfield Road 

Golf clubs, airfield and woods either side 

From A3400 to the recreation ground 

Snitterfield Road - end to end of housing 

There is much more traffic recently and a lot of it drives dangerously fast 

Before Bearley Green and 100 yards after the church 

Entrance to village at both ends, before the bus stops and either side of the bend at the 

church 

Snitterfield Road needs speed bumps and reducing to 30mph 

Main road through the village from Snitterfield to A3400 

Snitterfield Road, Oak tree Close, Grange Road 

Snitterfield Road, Grange Road 

The straight road through Bearley allows drivers to drive at speeds over 50mph 

No entry and exit to village 

Snitterfield Road 

Throughout the current speed limit area. Walking the footpath can be intimidating as 

cars/lorries go past 

Either side of Snitterfield Road junction with Old Snitterfield Road and Church Lane 

Either side of the junction of Snitterfield Road with Church Lane and Old Snitterfield 

Road and before Ash Lane 

Main Road by the church 

Before the bend in the road by the church and towards Grange Road 

Adjacent to field and prehousing coming from Birmingham Road 

Before and after the poor visibility on corner by the church 

Along Snitterfield Road 

Snitterfield Road from council estate to top of the hill 

Snitterfield Road solid white line - especially on Church Road 

People drive too fast through the village. Needed between the church and countrywide 

Snitterfield Road 

By the church 

Snitterfield Road 

Snitterfield Road 

Snitterfield Road race track 

Anywhere to discourage speeders 

Dependant on the type of measures proposed throughout Bearley 

Particularly Snitterfield Road near church 

Not by speed bumps or chicanes but better enforcement of the speed limit 



 

Grange and Snitterfield Road 

On entering village from Snitterfield and Birmingham Road, the bend by the church, the 

straight from the church to the bottom 

By the golf centre 

All through the village 

Snitterfield Road 

On the bend near the church 

On the bend by the church on Snitterfield Road 

Approaching the bend opposite the church in both directions 

Snitterfield Road through Bearley 

Snitterfield Road 

The bend by the church 

From Bearley junction A3400 through and along Snitterfield Road to Stratford Oaks golf 

club 

Along Grange Road and Snitterfield Road 

On bend by Church Lane 

By church 

Grange Road 

In centre of village - important 

By church 

40mph speed limit 

The bend by Bearley church and T-junction opposite the church, traffic too fast along the 

Snitterfield Road 

Main road through the village needs traffic calming measures 

Snitterfield Road, Grange Road, Oak tree Close 

Cars use us as a cut-through to/from A46 

On the main through road 

On the bend near the church (but not speed bumps) something in the form of vehicle 

priority, or a light-up speed sign) 

Speed  control on Snitterfield Road 

30mph limit from A3400 to the end of Bearley Green 

Snitterfield Road 

From the church, down to the A3400 

Snitterfield Road 

Length of Snitterfield from A3400 past church 

Provide chicane/single lane restrictions at entry to both ends of the village 

Along the main Snitterfield Road 

40mph zone (not speed bumps) 

Where the bus stops for children on Snitterfield Road 

Along the main section through Bearley, from countrywide towards Snitterfield 

 
Q26b1. Traffic in Bearley is generated by local residents and non-residents 

accessing the A3400 and A46. Improving junctions in the village - If you 

strongly agree or agree, where? 

Junction by Bearley Manor (opposite church) very dangerous 

Oak tree Close, Grange Road, cars parked on the junctions and on pavements, very 

dangerous 



 

Need more dotted around the village 

Opposite church, coming from Old Snitterfield Road 

Conservation area access on to Snitterfield Road 

Opposite church 

Around the church area 

On the bend by Bearley church 

MSF - dangerous and confusing to strangers 

Stop bus making a reverse turn into Bearley Green. Extremely dangerous 

The junction off School Lane onto Snitterfield Lane has a blind spot on vehicles 

approaching from the left 

Junction from Birmingham Road via countrywide to join Snitterfield Road 

Oak tree Close/Grange Road 

As above 

As above 

On the entry to the Birmingham Road 

Blind turning off School Road 

30 mph particularly on the bend by the church 

Old School Road onto Snitterfield Road 

A3400 junction to Snitterfield Road 

Most junctions especially in vicinity of the church 

Ensure white lines and road marking are maintained 

The church 

Junction of School Lane and Snitterfield Road 

Exit from Old Snitterfield Road by the post-box 

Coming out of Old Snitterfield Road onto Snitterfield Road by the post box 

Bearley main road junction A3400, Old School Lane and Church Road onto Snitterfield 

Road 

Opposite the church and Oak tree Close - Grange Road 

From Oak tree Close to Snitterfield Road, had to reverse very quickly as bus turning in 

backwards to Oak tree Close 

Replace road markings 

Coming out up by the church, cars come too fast both ways 

As above, Snitterfield Road 

Top of Old Snitterfield Road 

Junction at Oak tree Close. Junction of Snitterfield Road/A3400 particularly for 

pedestrians 

Provision of mini bumps to slow down traffic where Church Lane and School Lane join 

the Bearley Road 

 
Q26c1. Traffic in Bearley is generated by local residents and non-residents 

accessing the A3400 and A46. Improving street lighting - If you strongly agree 

or agree, where? 

Snitterfield Road, Grange Road, School Lane (particularly at junction) 

Around the housing 

Along the Snitterfield Road from A3400 

Grange Road 

For safety; require more lights around the village 



 

Lighting in Bearley Green is non-existent 

Everywhere 

In Grange Road 

Restore lamp at entrance to Ash Lane 

There is hardly any on main streets 

Throughout Snitterfield Road to infill current lighting 

Along Snitterfield Road 

There are some areas that are completely dark at night 

Grange Road 

Throughout 

From village hall up to School Lane 

Between Oak Tree Close and village hall 

In Bearley Green and connecting roads 

Between Oak tree Close and village hall 

At the bend by the church 

For pedestrians walking from Birmingham Road buses and trains 

Around my estate, Oak tree Close and Grange Road 

Everywhere! It's quite dark on all of the roads 

Current lamps are not bright enough 

Oak tree Close by the dog poo bin. Along from social club to the church on main road. 

Oak tree Close fringes alongside the field 

The whole village 

Snitterfield Road 

Snitterfield Road 

Road from Bearley to Snitterfield 

There has to be a balance between safety and light pollution 

Bearley Green 

Some street lighting required until 11pm 

Grange Road and Oak Tree Close 

Orbit estate 

Between A3400 and up Snitterfield Road - If you use trains or buses, the lighting is not 

adequate at night 

Snitterfield Road 

In centre of village and to bus stop 

Grange Road to Oak well. Walk up to the church 

Walk up from Birmingham Road very dark. Grange Road too 

Very dark for walking from Church Lane down to Bearley Grange 

Snitterfield Road, very dark walks to our church 

Between Oak tree Close and village hall 

From the church down to the A3400 

The light on the corner of Oak tree Close by no.1 is horrendously bright. The poor 

woman who lives there must get her house lit up like an Xmas tree 

 
 



 

Q26d1. Traffic in Bearley is generated by local residents and non-residents 

accessing the A3400 and A46. Improving footpaths in the village - If you 

strongly agree or agree, where? 

Grange Road 

Around the village 

Please cut back bushes and repair where required 

School Lane 

Old School Road 

Ensure all footpaths are maintained, especially School Lane and Snitterfield Road by the 

village hall 

Most of the footpaths are often over-grown and/or very muddy 

Most of the footpaths need annual maintenance. 

Towards Stratford and Snitterfield 

Some maintenance of Ash Lane bridle path is required. 2 years high rainfall and no 

maintenance has caused excessive growth 

The footpath on the Snitterfield |Road is not safe 

Nowhere to park out of the village dogs cannot climb over styles, farmers forget to keep 

them open 

Maintain them and increase the number (there is no such thing as too many) 

Out to Bearley Bushes and Snitterfield 

Snitterfield Road 

Grange Road. Difficult for prams, wheelchairs, mobility scooters etc. pavement is broken 

and a steep slope into the road 

All of Old Bearley 

Throughout 

From Ash Lane towards Pathlew 

From Ash Lane towards Stratford 

Church Lane 

To the A3400 bus stops 

As needed 

Improved surfaces. Improved canal towpath 

The farmers plough over them 

School Road; over grown hedges 

Snitterfield Road hedges should be trimmed so the pavement will have a better width 

All footpaths 

Snitterfield Road 

Poor signage in many places 

Throughout the road running from the Birmingham Road to the golf course. Existing 

paths too narrow 

Along towpath to the canal to Wilmcote, walking to Stratford would be safer 

We would like to see better signposted footpaths in the village 

Outside church to stop parking on verges 

Restore Ash Lane bridle way 

Along the whole length of Snitterfield Road 

Snitterfield Road 

Along Bearley and Snitterfield Road 

Generally 



 

Many footpaths in village, slant or slope, very difficult for disabled to access 

Tidy edges - overgrown 

Opposite Countrywide, overgrown, can't see path 

Keep them clean 

By church on other side of road leading to Snitterfield Road top end of Grange Road 

No footpaths from Church Lane to Bearley Grange 

Some are impassable 

The pathway on left hand side of Snitterfield Road - opposite village hall is now almost 

unusable. It links to the safest crossing of the A3400 where there is a dropped kerb 

On the left, below the Bearley sign, the tarmac footpath has disappeared under grass 

and moss. 

Along Bearley where the current provision is very poor, too narrow and poor surface 

Throughout 40mph zone on Snitterfield Road 

Along Snitterfield Road 

Not well maintained 

 
Q26e1. Traffic in Bearley is generated by local residents and non-residents 

accessing the A3400 and A46. Lowering speed limits in the village - If you 

strongly agree or agree, where? 

From Countrywide to end of village 

Snitterfield Road, Grange Road 

30mph on Snitterfield Road through village 

Main Road through village 

Beginning and end of village along the Snitterfield Road 

Before bend on Snitterfield Road opposite church 

From Airfield farm to A3400 

30mph from Birmingham Road to the end of the village 

Snitterfield Road 

Snitterfield Road 

40mph zone to 30mph zone 

30mph through the whole length of the village. Chances of drivers adhering to this? Zero 

From horse stables to countrywide store 

The full length of the village on the Snitterfield Road 

On Snitterfield Road, full length of village 

The bend on Snitterfield Road by St Mary's church where cars speed without a good view 

Main road into the village to be 30mph 

20 mph limit on Grange Road 

Snitterfield Road 

Snitterfield Road should be 30mph 

Or at least get traffic to drive at 40mph or less 

Down to 30mph throughout the main road 

Reduce the 40mph through the village to 30mph or longer 

Main Road to A3400 

Snitterfield Road, Oak tree Close, Grange Road 

Snitterfield Road, Grange Road 

Grange Road, Snitterfield Road 



 

Speeding is a real problem for this village, especially with poor signs upon leaving the 

A3400 

Entry and exit to village 

Snitterfield Road, Grange Road 

Throughout 

Throughout the current 40mph limit 

30mph limit at the junction of Snitterfield Road with Church Lane and Old Snitterfield 

Road 

From Bearley Green to A3400 

30mph limit from Snitterfield Road - Old Snitterfield Road junction to Ash Lane - 

Snitterfield Road junction 

By Grange Road area and by the bend by the church 

From start to finish of village, which can be a rat-run by speeding traffic 

Snitterfield Road within the boundary reduced to 30mph 

Along Snitterfield Road - make it 30mph 

Snitterfield Road council estate to the top of the hill (30mph). A3400 from cross roads to 

beyond Snitterfield Road (new limit) 

Control people's speed in Grange Road/oak tree Close 

Lower to 30mph through the village 

Throughout 

Snitterfield Road 

Snitterfield, Grange Road, Oak Tree Close 

Snitterfield Road and Old Snitterfield Road 

Snitterfield Road 

Bearley to Snitterfield Road 

30mph 

Snitterfield Road should be 30mph 

In the vicinity of the church 

Along Snitterfield Road 

Snitterfield Road 

30mph through the village and side roads, i.e. Bearley Green, Church Lane, Ash Lane, 

School Lane, Grange Road etc. 

Snitterfield Road by the church 

Currently motorists that use Bearley as a cut through are flouting the 40mph speed limit. 

Snitterfield Road 

Drop the 40mph to 30mph 

40mph reduced to 30mph and 30mph reduced to 20mph 

Whole village 30mph – enables reduction in street furniture 

Snitterfield Road 

Snitterfield Road 

Snitterfield Road and Grange Road 

All areas 

All over the village 

All village 

From Bearley Green through to A3400 

Manage existing 

Grange Road, speeding cars 



 

Centre of the village - important 

On mainland by church, cars regularly exceed the speed limit 

School Lane footpath is not maintained and Grange Road footpaths could be improved 

Main Road through the village 

Dangerous for children, especially leaving the school bus 

Village used as a cut-through by speeding cars 

Main through road to 30mph and Grange Road to 20mph 

40mph should be reduced to 30mph on Snitterfield Road 

Snitterfield Road 

Snitterfield Road 

From the church down to the A3400 

Snitterfield Road 

All through village - 20 is plenty 

From the Countrywide shop to Airfield farm 

Snitterfield Road 

Whole of built up area 

Along Snitterfield Road. Why is it 30mph in Snitterfield but 40mph in Bearley? 

30mph 

 
Q26f1. Traffic in Bearley is generated by local residents and non-residents 

accessing the A3400 and A46. Better provision for cyclists - If you strongly 

agree or agree, where? 

Not sure what can be done but it would be nice to feel safe on my bike 

Improvement required to road surface on Snitterfield Road from recreation ground to 

Bearley Grange 

Grange Road/oak tree Close 

Cycle paths to Snitterfield and cycle paths to either Wilmcote and/or Stratford 

Street lighting would help 

Road surface through the village 

Throughout village 

Bearley and surrounding villages should embrace to provide a well-developed cycle path 

network 

Better signage along Snitterfield Road 

All along Bearley, Snitterfield Road by proper signage and road improvements as there 

really is no room unless major works are undertaken 

Better cycle routes throughout village 

Cycle lane on A3400 to allow easier access to Langley Road and Edstone Road 

Difficult to achieve. Main road by the church is particularly dangerous 

Along the road running through the village 

Safer route for cyclists between Bearley and Snitterfield 

Improve road surface of Snitterfield Road 

If there was a 30mph speed limit, cyclists would be safer 

Village to village hall cycleway 

on A3400 

All over the village 

Better road lighting 



 

The roads in Bearley are inherently unsafe for cyclists, could only be improved with 

considerable expense 

Main Road 

 

Q26g1. Traffic in Bearley is generated by local residents and non-residents 

accessing the A3400 and A46. On-street parking improvements - If you 

strongly agree or agree, where? 

oak tree Close, Grange Road 

Grange Road 

Grange Road 

Grange Road /Oaktree Close 

Grange Road 

Limit parking to one side of Grange Road to allow access for emergency services 

Church, Oaktree Close, Grange Road, only one side of the road 

There is some dangerous parking going on. Snitterfield Road and Grange Road 

Reserved parking spaces for home owners on Grange Road 

Grange Road 

Oaktree Close 

Bearley Road 

Grange Road and Oaktree Close 

On Grange Road 

On Grange Road by lowering curbs to get cars parked on fronts of houses 

Grange Road, Oak Tree Close, Church Lane 

Reducing gardens, widen road 

Grange Road 

Grange Road, Oaktree Road 

Oak Tree Close, Grange Road 

Along Grange Road 

Improve parking for areas where houses do not have driveways and/or garages 

Grange Road 

Grange Road 

Around Grange Road including Oaktree Close/Snitterfield Road - address verge parking 

Grange Road and Oaktree Close 

Grange Road 

Grange Road is an emergency vehicle nightmare 

Grange Road 

All areas 

Around Grange Road 

Up Grange Road 

Grange Road access is bad, particularly evenings and weekends 

Grange Road (12-15) plus road opposite park could have a few bays put in 

Grange Road 

Very dark in Lower Bearley area 

Terrible parking on Grange Road 



 

Grange Road 

Too many cars park on the road outside their houses. A problem for fire 

engines/ambulances etc. 

Grange Road parking is terrible 

Mid-section of Grange road residents park badly 

 

Q26h. Please share any additional comments here on the roads and pathways 

in Bearley. 

Improved repairing of potholes 

Please stop cars parking on pavements, this is really dangerous. As an adult, I can see 

over the top of these cars and check the road is clear, children can't and have to walk 

out on to the road to get past. Particularly at junction of Oaktree Close 

Problem with speeding cars and lorries 

Traffic calming and speed reduction will help to stop the rat race currently through 

Bearley/Snitterfield 

Dog mess everywhere on pavements and footpaths. Probably only a couple of 

irresponsible owners through 

None 

To assist in pedestrian access to the village hall, there should be a well-lit footpath from 

Oaktree Close 

The current facilities function well 

Roads are for vehicles, pathways are for walking on and not for cars to park on. This 

should be enforced as there are some who insist on parking on all of the pathways, 

forcing walkers on to the road. 

The right turn into St Mary's Acre from Cherry Lane. The trees on the corner impede the 

view of cars exiting and turning in 

Better hedgerow maintenance to keep roads and pathways clear 

Snitterfield Road is very rough especially at sides of road 

The roads and paths in Bearley are not safe 

Leave it alone, it's a village. The standard of road surface is poor but otherwise it's a 

village! 

The public footpaths and bridleways need upkeep because of undergrowth/bushes 

The footpaths need to be more clearly marked, it is difficult to know where you are 

allowed to walk. A pavement is needed on the Birmingham Road to Stratford 

If grass areas around Oaktree Close were tarmacked, there would be sufficient parking 

and no need for grass cutting mess 

Footpaths are breaking up to the extent that they are now leaning on a slant. When the 

weather is bad, you can slide down, instead of walking on a level 

All properties need driveways as most homes have at least 2 cars (Grange Road) 

Speeding is a big problem, literally cutting through the village. The school children find 

the path proximity to speeding cars quite terrifying 

A properly designed and actioned plan to provide good maintenance of the main 

Bearley/Snitterfield Road. The current condition is appalling 

Bearley, Snitterfield Road is in bad repair and traffic signs are faded/damaged 

The road condition from Bearley Green is very poor. The verges around the corner by the 

church are very poorly maintained making the church corner a hazard 

The Bearley Snitterfield Road was last surfaced about 22 years ago. 

Keep paths and roadways clear 

Main Snitterfield Road requires relaying, it has its own calming due to bumps 

It is an issue for us that the footpaths are ploughed over. We need consistency 



 

No real footpath through village 

Grange Road is an accident waiting to happen. How fire engines etc. are gaining access 

is a miracle with the parking 

At times it would be impossible/difficult for emergency vehicles to go down Grange and 

Oaktree Roads 

The road and the footpaths from the Birmingham Road towards Snitterfield are generally 

not fit for purpose (very dangerous) 

No further comments 

It would be good to clear all roads of cars, so put a driveway on every household 

Need better signage of rights of way 

Cycle pathway to Stratford, also for mobility scooters 

More definition on the verges 

Pathway along the whole of Snitterfield Road is a disgrace. 

On the whole pathways are good but parking on footpaths on the top end on Grange 

Road is unsafe for pedestrians also emergency vehicles access 

Pathways for prams don't always link up 

Limited parking in Grange Road but there is little room for improvement as the road is 

very narrow and some houses have three or four cars 

There is little to no lighting from Church Lane to Countrywide 

Repair the Snitterfield Road surface from the Stratford Road and beyond Bearley Green 

Would like to see better street cleaning, removed of leaves 

Snitterfield Road is of very poor quality and has been badly maintained for many years. 

Its structure needs improving 

Apart from the odd pot hole, I think both the roads and footpaths are in good condition 

Safety on Snitterfield Road needs improving. 

The road surface from the church down to the A3400, is uneven and bumpy to drive over 

Pathway A3400 towards Wilmcote is poor 

There are some nasty potholes 

I live where the bus stop is for school children. The parents who drive their children to 

school park all over the grass outside our house, making it a horrendous mess, no 

consideration. 

 
Q27a. Are the current train services adequate for your needs? - If no, please 

tell us how they could be improved? 

A more frequent bus service 

Hourly train service 

Very limited times to allow commuting 

More frequent services 

If there was a more regular off-peak service to London we would use the train service 

more frequently. 

Improve links to main line services. Warwick parkway used at present. 

Low frequency 

Link Bearley station to main line to Birmingham 

Too infrequent 

Allow the Stratford to Solihull service to stop at Bearley 

More frequent trains 

There are hardly any 

More frequent 



 

Service to London is too slow and infrequent 

More frequent, perhaps hourly 

Increased service 

Local train service does not go to centres of population 

More regular trains required 

Next to no useful services 

Request stops only. Dangerous to cross the road to gain access to station 

More frequent  and more stops en route to Solihull 

Bearley to Birmingham is very limited 

The service from Bearley is too limited. There needs to be more frequent trains to 

Stratford plus link in with Henley and Birmingham line. Also trains from London need to 

stop at Bearley 

Too expensive and no connections 

Due to the infrequency of the service, we rarely use the train from Bearley. We would 

use more if it was more frequent 

More trains 

Very few trains to Warwick 

Trains at Bearley 

On the wrong train line. Needs to go to Stratford or Birmingham 

More frequent trains to Stratford/Birmingham 

We work in Birmingham but unfortunately Bearley Station does not provide an early 

enough service, so we have to drive to Henley or Warwick Parkway 

Bearley's services have been of no use to us throughout our stay here 

Increase service to Leamington and have trains in Stratford to Dorridge route stop in 

Bearley 

A train from Bearley to Birmingham and back 

Unless Chiltern invest millions it can be improved 

Later in the evening 

If more trains, would use them 

 
Q28a. Do you use trains from Stratford or Bearley to Warwick, Leamington Spa 

and London or the services from Stratford to Birmingham and onwards? - If 

yes, which services and how frequently do you use them?  What station do you 

use? 

Henley to Birmingham - 2 or 3 times a year 

Bearley to Warwick and Leamington Spa - only a few times a year due to inadequate 

services 

Stratford to London and Birmingham infrequently 

Bearley to Birmingham but use Henley Station for parking. Bearley to London but use 

Warwick for parking. 

Stratford to Leamington and Stratford to Birmingham, very rarely 

1/2 times per year. Bearley to London 

Only use Stratford to Birmingham (occasionally) 

As not enough trains stop at Bearley, we use Warwick parkway 

Stratford to London annually. Stratford to Birmingham once every two months 

Henley in Arden for Birmingham. Warwick Parkway for London 

Stratford - often 



 

Occasionally - Henley 

Daily 

Used infrequently to Warwick and Leamington 

Occasionally for day trips - usually I use Stratford Parkway 

Henley in Arden 

Infrequently 

Birmingham and from there on to other destinations 

Infrequently - train to Birmingham 

Warwick to London, infrequently 

Infrequently, 2 or 3 times per year. Bearley 

Bearley to Leamington 6 times a year. Stratford to Birmingham 6 times per year 

Warwick Parkway to London. Stratford Parkway to Birmingham 

Stratford Parkway to Birmingham 3 times a year 

Stratford to Birmingham, Stratford to London 

Henley in Arden to Birmingham - infrequently 

Stratford, Warwick Parkway, Henley, London and Birmingham 

London from Warwick parkway 

Have used the service from Bearley to London but it is very slow. Stratford to 

Birmingham used half a dozen times a year 

Very infrequently - Stratford/Bearley 

Stratford or Henley to Birmingham. Stratford or Warwick to London 

Bearley or Wootton Wawen infrequently 

Very occasional use of Stratford to Henley/ Birmingham 

Stratford to Birmingham occasionally 

We use Stratford Parkway and would use Bearley more with better services around 

commuter times 

S-O-A to Birmingham 

Every few months 

Leamington Spa - 3 times per week 

3 times per annum 

Bearley, occasionally 

Warwick Parkway, Henley in Arden. twice per week, 1 per month 

Warwick Parkway as Bearley is not good enough (too infrequent) 

Chiltern 

Stratford to Birmingham once a year 

Bearley to Warwick, Leamington, London 

Bearley to Leamington approx. 6 times a year. Bearley to Marylebone approx. 4 times a 

year 

Once a month, Henley, Warwick 

Rarely 

Sometimes to Birmingham 

Wilmcote to Birmingham. Warwick to London 

 
Q30a. Would you use the services more if better car parking and bus stops and 

facilities were provided? - If yes, where would you like to see improvements? 

Car parking in Bearley station 



 

A more regular service rather than more stops 

At the station itself 

More car parking. Heated accommodation and toilets whilst waiting for trains 

From bottom of Snitterfield Road to get to the bus stop and train station on opposite side 

Pedestrian crossing across A3400 

A pedestrian crossing across A3400 is required to safely get to Bearley station 

Small cafe/rest room for use by travellers/cyclists and residents. Potential to combine 

with a small shop 

Free parking at stations 

Bearley Station 

More regular buses to A3400 

Bus service and station in Bearley 

More car parking at the station 

Parking at station 

Car parking at Bearley station 

At station 

 
Q31a. Do you use local bus services? - If yes, which services and how 

frequently do you use them? 

Local bus into Stratford-On-Avon 

Park and ride from Bishopton 

229 weekly. X20 into Stratford but not out because of getting across the road 

Johnsons - once a week 

X20 - every day. E29 - Twice a year 

Infrequently 

Everyday 

229 - Children use to school/college. School bus to Alcester 

2 or 3 times a week from the village 

X20 daily 

2/3 times per year 

Park and ride regularly 

X20, 12 times per annum 

X20 occasionally 

Rarely to Birmingham 

Only occasionally to Stratford 

Twice a year in emergency. Bus service inadequate 

X20 frequently 

229 once a month 

229 village bus and X20 Stratford to Birmingham regularly 

Park & Ride in Stratford and X20 

X20 - few times a year 

Mainly my Mum uses this service although less so recently. 

X20 = 2-3 times per year 

X20 infrequently 

229 service 6 times per year 



 

Once a fortnight 

X20 a couple of times per month 

X20 to Stratford and Birmingham varies but usually weekly 

Occasionally 

Sometimes 

2 or 3 times per week 

X20 twice per week 

229, Park & Ride 20 times per annum 

X20 2/3 times a week 

X20 & 229 

Bearley bus & X20, occasionally 

Daily. Children take the bus to school/college 

Park and ride, X20, school bus which drops children off at the village hall 

229 

X20 very rarely when car not in use 

229 and X20 frequently 

Bearley to Stratford - X20 and local buses - approx. 6 times a year. Bearley to 

Birmingham - X20 approx. 6 times a year 

Park & Ride - weekly 

As and when needed 

To Stratford X20 - Rarely 

X20 and 229 most weekends 

229, X20 - a few times per month 

 
Q32a. Are the current bus services adequate for your needs? - If no, please tell 

us how they could be improved? 

More regular buses into the village itself 

Not used, but soon our children will need to use them more, so would look at frequency 

More frequent bus service through the village 

X20 - more buses in the evening. Last bus is at 7:30pm, an additional service at 8:30 

and 9:30pm would be advantageous. 229 - needs more services throughout the day and 

evening 

Urban frequency would be necessary for viable use of a bus service. This is extremely 

unlikely. 

Frequency 

Frequency improved and run later in the evenings 

Regular distribution of timetable 

The X20 service is good but others no so 

More frequent services. Better bus stop shelters and accommodation to protect against 

winter rain and cold 

Not frequent enough 

Insufficient buses to Stratford and service takes too long as it visits other villages 

Need a bus to Stratford at 5am 

If you want to get to surrounding areas, the buses need to be more frequent 

Not frequent enough 

They are not frequent enough. Smaller coaches running more often may be the answer 



 

Higher frequency 

Infrequent, unreliable, expensive 

More frequent 

More frequent 

If you do not have a car 

Too infrequent and alternative route includes crossing the A3400 to access the bus stop 

which is very dangerous 

There is no direct service to Warwick 

Frequency 

Don't go early enough, I have to be at work at 6am in the summer and 7am in the 

winter 

Need to have a late night service 

Crossing of A3400 a major problem when using X20 

Increased frequency of 229 and extension into the evening 

 
Q33. Please share any additional comments you may have below on public 

transport in Bearley and the surrounding area. 

I think our bus service is underused 

More buses into Bearley village through to Snitterfield and then onto Stratford or the 

other way around. Too far to walk to get bus from main road, when it's dark it's a real 

problem 

Public transport does not go where I have to go, so while I can still drive, I don't use it 

Our household uses cars as we could not get to work if using public transport - so it is 

very limited 

We use Warwick parkway to travel to London by train at least once a month 

The main A3400 bus route (X20) drops off and picks up on a very dangerous bit of road. 

The village bus (229) is very infrequent. 

The local population density cannot sustain a viable public transport provision. Personal 

transport provision is essential 

We tried to find a public transport means of getting to Stratford for a 9am-5pm work 

expensive placement for our daughter but it proved impossible surely a fairly normal 

working day? 

Public transport is limited and unless dramatically improved, only just serves current 

population 

Do not use it. 

None 

Without a car it is very difficult to get to the any of the shops/medical facilities. At night 

time there is no public transport at all after about 8pm. Hopeless for getting home from 

Stratford at that time 

We do not use public transport 

Bus service may not be adequate if it did need to use it 

Get a good train service 

The bus pass for Stratford high school is far too expensive 

I would use Bearley railway station more if there were more frequent services 

Too many traffic lights on Birmingham Road into Stratford. Ring & Ride excellent. Park & 

ride ok 

Appalling public transport and cycle network 

Good service, very reliable 

This facility will become more important when I get older 



 

Bearley bus services are infrequent and timings are inconvenient 

Something to support this or improvements in crossing the A3400 would be welcome 

Public transport will never improve until we get government ministers to use them 

The village hopper is so infrequent and slow, you have to be fit to walk to catch the X20. 

No direct way to get to Warwick 

Village bus service seems to be adequate 

A bus after Stratford theatre performances would be appreciated 

Sunday 229 service would be good 

Last bus from Stratford to Bearley is too early. A later last bus to allow younger people 

to go into Stratford in the evenings on the bus 

A more regular service would result in less people using their cars 

 
Q34a1. Please tell us if you think we have adequate local shops in and around 

Bearley? - Facilities you use... 

Snitterfield shop and Freemans Farm Shop 

Stores in Snitterfield, Shrewley and Wootton Wawen 

Would be good to just have somewhere to go for milk, bread and fresh produce 

Snitterfield stores and Wootton Wawen stores 

Snitterfield shop 

Snitterfield store and shops in Stratford 

Shops 

Wootton Wawen stores, Wilmcote stores, Snitterfield stores, Stratford and Warwick 

stores 

Wootton, Snitterfield 

Countrywide. Shops in Snitterfield/Wootton Wawen 

Drive to Wilmcote for papers and top up shopping 

Snitterfield stores, countrywide store, no need for a shop in Bearley (not enough 

customers) 

Stratford, Leamington, Warwick 

Snitterfield Maybird centre, Stratford on Avon, Coventry 

Snitterfield stores and Wootton stores 

Snitterfield store and Wootton store 

Stratford, Warwick and Leamington 

Snitterfield shop 

There are no shops 

Snitterfield and Wootton Wawen stores 

Snitterfield, Stratford Upon Avon 

I go into Stratford 

Snitterfield store manages to be successful. We could do with our own 

Shop in Wootton Wawen 

Snitterfield stores and shops in Henley/Wilmcote 

Snitterfield stores 

Stratford Upon Avon 

Stratford town centre is the only place 

Countrywide store 

Snitterfield shop 



 

Countrywide store, Snitterfield stores, Wootton Wawen post office 

Shop at Snitterfield, post office Wootton Wawen 

Shop at Snitterfield, post office at Wootton Wawen 

General stores/mini supermarket 

Wilmcote shop, Wootton Wawen post office 

Countrywide 

No shops! 

Snitterfield stores and Countrywide store 

Tesco etc. Countrywide - Wootton Wawen 

Use Waitrose in Alcester 

We use Snitterfield and Wootton Wawen shops but it would be nice to have a Bearley 

newsagent 

Nearest shop a car journey away 

Snitterfield stores 

Snitterfield stores, Maybird, Henley, Stratford, Warwick 

None 

Maybird and town centre 

A shop near the Bearley Green area would service a large estate, School Lane etc. 

Shops have to make money 

Snitterfield Stores, Wootton Wawen post office 

None 

Snitterfield stores, Wootton Wawen stores, Henley, Stratford. It would be useful for 

Golden Cross to have shop and post office in it 

Snitterfield stores and Wilmcote stores 

Stratford if taken there 

None 

Wilmcote stores, daily. Maybird centre, several times a week. Snitterfield, occasionally 

Golden Cross 

Snitterfield store and Wootton Wawen 

Countrywide store 

Wootton Wawen or Wilmcote or Snitterfield 

Snitterfield stores and local supermarkets 

Snitterfield, Stratford, Warwick 

Snitterfield village shop 

Snitterfield stores, Wootton Wawen post office 

Snitterfield shop 

This is a small, rural village, minutes’ drive from 2 shops or 5 miles from Henley 

Countrywide 

Only adequate because of bus service 

All in Stratford 

Maybird, Henley, Stratford town centre 

Local shop or mobile shop 

Snitterfield store and Stratford shops 

Snitterfield stores, Countrywide 

Snitterfield 

Snitterfield stores, Countrywide store, Wootton Wawen stores, Henley in Arden craft 



 

centre 

None 

Maybird Morrison’s, Wootton 

Could do with a local store 

Snitterfield and Wilmcote 

Snitterfield store requires transport 

Don't use any because there aren't any 

Snitterfield stores 

Snitterfield stores, Windows R Us, Countrywide stores 

Supermarkets 

Snitterfield store is perfectly adequate 

Snitterfield shop, supermarkets  and shops generally is Stratford 

Snitterfield shops, Hiltens butcher (Stratford upon Avon), Maybird centre 

Countrywide 

Wilmcote or Henley/Stratford 

Snitterfield store, Country wide 

 
Q34b1. Please tell us if you think we have adequate community buildings in and 

around Bearley? – Facilities you use…  

Village Hall 

Village hall 

The only community building is the village hall, which is far too expensive for locals to 

use 

Village hall 

Village Hall 

Village needs using more 

Village Hall 

Bearley village hall and social club, Snitterfield village hall and sports club 

Club, village hall 

Village hall 

Village Hall facilities inadequate. Needs substantial upgrade 

Village hall, mobile library 

Bearley memorial hall 

Bearley memorial hall 

None 

Village Hall 

Village hall, social club 

Village hall 

Village Hall 

None - don't need them - it's a rural village 

Stratford and Warwick 

Village Hall 

Village hall 

Village hall 

Village Hall, social club 



 

Village Hall 

Village Hall 

Can't keep up the one we have 

Village Hall, church 

Social club and village hall 

Only village hall, nothing happens here that interests us 

Village hall 

Village Hall, play areas 

None 

Village hall 

Village hall is not satisfactory. Acoustics bad and facilities inadequate 

Community centre 

Village hall and social club 

None 

Village Hall 

Village hall and social club 

Sports field, play area, village hall 

Village hall 

Village Hall 

Village hall, church 

Village hall 

Village hall 

Village hall, church 

Hall at the village sports & social centre 

Village Hall 

Bearley and Snitterfield village halls 

Village Hall 

Village hall 

Village hall, indoor sports complex, Henley tennis club, astro turf football, Snitterfield 

village hall, bowling club, Stratford leisure centre 

Village Hall 

Village Hall 

Village hall 

Village hall and church 

Village hall and church 

Village hall 

Social club, Snitterfield and Bearley village halls 

 
Q34c1. Please tell us if you think we have adequate schools in and around 

Bearley? – Facilities you use…  

No children 

Wootton school 

School bus to Alcester 

None 

For current population 



 

We are not big enough for a school and the local ones are good 

Stratford high school 

College 

Wootton Wawen 

None - no children 

None 

None 

Welford 

None 

My children must travel to school and nursery. Alcester Grammar, Wootton Wawen, 

Henley-in-Arden 

None 

At present for the size of the village 

None 

None 

Catchment area is strong and there are at least 3 schools within a mile 

Henley High School 

None 

Wootton Wawen School 

Snitterfield 

Wootton Wawen primary and Henley in Arden high school 

Wootton 

Snitterfield Primary 

Wootton Nursery 

 
Q34d1. Please tell us if you think we have adequate medical practices in and 

around Bearley? – Facilities you use…  

Henley in Arden medical centre 

Claverdon/Trinity Court surgeries 

Doctors but have to travel to Claverdon or Stratford 

Bridge House medical centre 

Henley in Arden medical centre 

We all have to travel to another town for these services 

Henley medical centre 

Hampton Magna medical centre 

Rother House medical centre 

Henley in Arden 

Henley in Arden for Doctors 

Surgery in Stratford 

Henley in Arden medical centre. No need for one in Bearley 

Henley 

Claverdon clinic 

Henley in Arden 

Henley in Arden 

Stratford, Claverdon 



 

Stratford healthcare 

Stratford doctors and Coventry dentist 

Claverdon 

Henley 

Warwick 

I go to Henley. At the moment this is ok, as I can drive 

Doctors in nearby towns - not needed here 

Claverdon surgery 

Use Stratford  doctors 

Henley in Arden 

Henley in Arden medical centre 

Henley in Arden 

Henley in Arden surgery 

Rother house surgery Stratford 

Claverdon Surgery 

Claverdon Surgery 

Binton 

Claverdon surgery 

Claverdon surgery 

Henley in Arden 

Claverdon 

Henley medical centre 

Henley in Arden 

Claverdon surgery 

Rother house medical centre 

None. Travel to Claverdon 

Doctors at Snitterfield closed so now go to Claverdon 

Trinity Court 

None 

Henley in Arden medical centre 

Surgery at Claverdon, dentist at Henley 

Stratford and Claverdon 

Henley medical centre is fine 

Trinity Court, Stratford Upon Avon and Claverdon 

Henley medical centre 

None 

Doctor, Henley in Arden. Dentist, Stratford Upon Avon 

Henley in Arden medical centre - excellent service 

Henley medical centre 

Henley GP 

Henley in Arden medical centre 

Henley in Arden 

Trinity Court/Claverdon 

Stratford practice 

Trinity Court and Claverdon, Stratford 



 

Claverdon/Trinity 

Henley medical centre 

Claverdon 

Claverdon surgery 

Henley 

Henley medical centre 

Trinity Court 

Stratford surgery 

Trinity Court 

Bridge house Scholars Lane 

Henley in Arden medical centre 

Stratford 

Claverdon and Trinity Court 

None 

Henley 

Could do with a local practice 

Henley in Arden 

Henley/Stratford/Solihull 

Henley in Arden medical centre 

Henley medical centre 

Henley 

Henley and Stratford practices 

Claverdon, Stratford and Warwick 

Claverdon surgery 

 
Q34e1. Please tell us if you think we have adequate dental care in and around 

Bearley? – Facilities you use…  

Stratford-On-Avon 

Henley in Arden 

Euston Place, Leamington Spa 

Dental practice on Tiddington Road, Stratford -Upon-Avon 

We have to travel for these 

Warwick dentist 

Cape Road, Warwick, Dental practice 

Henley in Arden 

Henley in Arden 

Dentist in Stratford 

Practice in Stratford town centre 

Warwick 

Henley in Arden 

Snitterfield 

Snitterfield 

Warwick 

Dental practice in Stratford 

Coventry dentist 



 

Henley 

Leamington Spa 

Henley 

Dentists in all local towns 

Warwick dental practice 

Stratford 

Henley in Arden 

Henley in Arden 

Ivory dental, Henley in Arden 

None 

Dentist at Leamington Spa 

Dentist at Leamington Spa 

Binton 

Dentist in Knowle, Solihull 

Stratford Upon Avon 

Warwick 

Previous dentist in Worcestershire good, therefore have continued to attend 

Henley in Arden 

Henley-in-Arden 

Our practice is in Warwick 

Henley in Arden 

Longmans - Stratford 

Hockley Heath 

Dentist in Henley 

Stratford 

I travel a long distance but only because of service. My wife goes to one in Stratford 

Dentist, Stratford Upon Avon 

Henley in Arden and Stratford 

Stratford 

Henley 

Henley in Arden 

Henley in Arden 

Carisbrooke dental, Leicester 

Coventry practice 

Leicester 

We have none 

Snitterfield 

Henley 

Henley 

Henley 

Stratford 

Langham’s 

Henley dental care 

Langman Ely Street 

Henley 



 

Alcester - private. Henley NHS 

None 

Henley 

Henley in Arden 

Henley in Arden 

Solihull and Stratford 

Henley dental 

Henley dentist 

Stratford Dental practice 

Practice in town centre 

Henley 

Morton Morrell 

Henley 

 
Q34f1. Please tell us if you think we have adequate sports facilities in and 

around Bearley? – Facilities you use…  

None 

Grandchildren use play area 

Own facilities - past team games 

Sports field, Bearley Park 

Golf club 

Golf 

None 

Kenilworth community centre 

Sports ground in village 

Stratford Oaks golf and Stratford sports centre 

Henley college 

Birmingham and Stratford Upon Avon 

None 

Village Hall, Wildmoor Spa 

Sports fields by the village hall and Wildmoor spa & gym 

Swimming pool 

Previously used Snitterfield tennis club. Family also uses Bearley shooting club 

None 

None 

None 

None at present except for golf range 

Henley tennis club. Henley Forest FC, Warwickshire college, Henley. 

None 

None 

Sports field 

Stratford Oaks gold club 

Tennis club, Snitterfield 

Oaks golf club 

Badminton would be appreciated 



 

Playground 

Henley football club 

Tennis court in the park would be nice 

Stratford leisure centre and Henley indoor sport centre 

Village Hall 

Henley, Bearley, Stratford 

Henley tennis 

Village Hall 

Golf club and leisure centre 

Golf and tennis club 

 
Q34g1. Please tell us if you think we have adequate public houses in and 

around Bearley? – Facilities you use… 

Could do with a pub in the centre of the village 

Golden Cross public house 

We have not been into the local pubs 

Norton Lindsey, Snitterfield 

Club 

Assuming pub is a viable business 

None 

None 

None 

Snitterfield Arms. Golden Cross and if it stays open 

Pubs outside Bearley 

Snitterfield 

Golden Cross 

The Cross (slightly under-developed facilities) 

Have used the Golden Cross in the past - it has been closed for the last 4 months 

None 

Golden Cross (when open) 

Golden Cross, Snitterfield Arms, social club 

Snitterfield Arms, Golden Cross 

None at Bearley. Others at Snitterfield and Aston Cantlow 

None 

None 

Kings Head, Aston Cantlow, Crabmill 

Armouries Arms, Golden Cross both changing ownership 

Snitterfield Arms 

We would if the Golden Cross could stay open. We'd like a village pub 

One pub and it's not good. Social club is awful 

Snitterfield Arms, Red Lion (Claverdon) 

They keep closing down 

It would be great if the Golden Cross worked but the use of the social club by many 

Bearley residents makes it difficult for the pub 

None 



 

Don't want any more drinking facilities 

Snitterfield Arms, Crabmill at Preston Baggott 

None 

Masons Arms, Wilmcote. Kings Head, Aston Cantlow 

Kings Head, Aston Cantlow 

Need a decent pub 

Snitterfield 

The club will hold most social activities 

Bearley sports and social club 

Golden Cross is a disaster 

Local pub keep shutting so go into Stratford 

Snitterfield Arms and Bearley Cross 

None 

Social club 

Golden Cross, Snitterfield Arms, The Navigation 

Snitterfield Arms 

Kings Head, Aston Cantlow and Blue Bell, Henley 

Social club, Golden Cross/Rustic Kitchen, Snitterfield Arms, Navigation Inn 

Golden Cross - needs more local support to succeed 

 
Q34h1. Please tell us if you think we have adequate childcare services/facilities 

for in and around Bearley? – Facilities you use… 

We have to travel for these services 

Hatton Nursery 

None 

N/A 

It's not the availability of services but the prices 

Claverdon village nursery 

No children 

None 

None 

None and no child-minders. We employ a childcare nanny 

None 

Not applicable 

Closest nursery is in Stratford upon Avon 

Park is lacklustre 

 
Q34i1. Please tell us if you think we have adequate services/facilities for young 

children in and around Bearley? – Facilities you use… 

Grandchildren would like equipment for small children e.g. swings etc. 

The new park 

Young children play equipment is needed in the playground 

New playground 

Bearley Park 



 

None 

Playground 

Bearley Park and sports field 

Finally after 10 years of debating we have a decent playground 

No children 

Bearley Park 

Bearley Park with grandchildren 

Now the playground is built 

Park 

Play area 

New playground recently provided 

Not applicable 

An amazing playground and park, cricket and football pitch 

New playground 

Playground is good 

Under 4 playgroup would be good. Plus swings in the park 

Bearley Park, Grange Road (old school site) 

Henley, Bearley 

Scouts 

 
Q34j1. Please tell us if you think we have adequate services/facilities for 

teenagers in and around Bearley? – Facilities you use… 

A youth club is needed as a focus for young people 

None 

Needs are too varied 

They have a variety of needs as satisfying everyone is difficult 

No children 

None 

None 

Nothing for teenagers 

None 

Not applicable 

Youth club Wootton Wawen and sport centres at Stratford and Henley 

Scouts 

 
Q34k1. Please tell us if you think we have adequate services/facilities for older 

people in and around Bearley? – Facilities you use… 

Village Hall 

WI, Gliding club, church club 

Bearley is family friendly, long may it continue 

Help to manage popular short mat bowling in the village hall 

Village hall, mobile library 

None 

None 



 

Stratford hospital 

None 

None 

None at present 

Lunch club 

Garden club 

Village Hall 

Village hall 

None 

Keep fit open and items 

Bearley gardeners, Bearley history group 

The clubs and societies seem numerous and accommodating 

Village hall 

Church, village hall and gardening club 

None at present 

Village Hall 

None 

Flower club 

Public transport, village hall 

Garden club, WI, history group, flower club 

Village hall 

None 

Village hall 

Village Hall 

Various village activities 

Village Hall 

 
Q34l1. Please tell us if you think we have adequate leisure spaces in and 

around Bearley? – Facilities you use… 

Footpaths/Bridleways 

Local footpaths for countryside walking. Park and recreation ground with grandchildren 

Bridal paths/footpaths/Bearley bushes 

Village hall, footpaths, wood etc. 

Village hall, mobile library, both children’s play areas 

Playing fields, lanes and footpaths 

Playing fields, lanes and footpaths 

None 

Footpaths and woods 

Village hall, walks 

Plenty of green space 

We could always have more 

Unfortunately require a more centred space to bring village together 

Walk and cycle around the area 

Village park, green areas, village hall and social club 

More for smaller children i.e. 1-7 years 



 

Local footpaths 

Footpaths 

The footpaths around the village 

Walks 

Local rights of way paths 

My own garden 

Playing field 

Play areas 

Access to more countryside? 

Stratford leisure complex 

Sports field, village hall, footpaths, bridleways 

Bridle paths for walking 

Footpaths, walks, village hall 

Public footpaths 

Golf club 

Footpaths will take you to some very nice places 

None 

Indoor bowls Bearley, Henley tennis club, Stratford leisure centre 

The area for broad location is a delightful walk and open space 

Play area, village sports/social club 

Park on Old School site, cricket pitch 

Children’s playground, footpaths, bridle paths 

Children’s playground and footpaths across local countryside 

Local canal and countryside footpaths 

 
Q35. Please tell us about additional facilities you feel would contribute to the 

area or existing facilities that could be improved. 

Bearley is a small village and is not large enough to support facilities such as shops, 

medical practices, dentists etc. Such facilities are readily available within a 5 mile radius 

of Bearley (i.e. in Henley, Stratford and surrounding larger villages) 

Local shop, local medical practice 

Provide individual cycle routes not white lines on the edge of busy, narrow lanes 

Village Hall needs improving externally to be more pleasant to look at 

Village hall as Q34b 

None 

N/A 

Shops, doctors, general stores, pub and post office 

New medical centre and dentists 

Shop and doctor surgery 

Improve village hall 

None - for goodness sake, it's a rural village, so stop trying to make it a town 

Would be better off with a concrete skate park in the park instead of a mud hump 

Outdoor gym 

Local shop, small doctors surgery 

The village is desperate for a general store 



 

Better equipped village hall, more community events, youth club 

A better equipped village hall with more facilities for the older age groups. A youth club 

that actively engages young people. 

Shop 

Community cafe/shop or privately run facility could also serve as a meeting place 

A village pub, better footpaths 

Shop, gym, pool, good pub, post office, bakery, cycle routes and walks 

A post office 

More equipment in play areas 

More resting benches and/or seats around the village, bottom of School Lane and within 

the landscaping to Bearley Green 

Leave things as they are 

Village Hall 

Don't know 

For the village to attract more classes at the village hall, i.e. yoga, Pilates, boxercise, 

circuits etc. Plus cookery classes. I would use this and I am sure others would too 

Village shop 

A shop or newspaper delivery 

Village hall facilities are in need of updating 

Don't know 

Don't know 

Need a better gym 

Sixth Form college facilities at Henley High School 

A shop, post office and pub 

The park needs some improvement. Old Wooden Park needs attention 

 
Q36. Are there any improvements that could be made to help those with 

mobility problems? 

More regular buses into the village for transport out of village 

No 

Dropped curbs at bottom of Snitterfield Road to allow easier access to X20 bus stop. 

Clear, well maintained pavements 

More local bus services in the village centre. 229 bus to be improved 

More dropped curbs on pavements 

Dropped curbs to ease access for mobility scooters 

Grit-bins when pavements are icy 

Maintenance of footpaths, dropped curbs as applicable and safe crossing to bus stops 

and station 

Small bus around village rather than one stop on main road 

Stop cars parking on the paths 

More local bus services 

No 

No 

A door to door service for shopping etc. 

Footpaths and crossing facilities on Birmingham Road. Dropped curbs outside resident's 

homes for those that cannot afford to pay to have one done by council private 

contractors 



 

Traffic calming and street lighting 

Sort out parking at Grange Road 

The pavements are too narrow. Dropped kerbs exist throughout the village but cars 

parking at Grange Road impedes and rules out any mobility vehicles successfully 

negotiating the travel from one end to the other 

Make parking on pavements restricted 

Footpaths improved, speed limit reduced 

None 

Not aware 

Footpaths/pavements 

Stop parking on footpaths 

Don't know 

Keep footpaths clear of moss leaves and tree branches 

Yes, the slope outside the church lytchgate is extremely dangerous 

All kerbs have been lowered 

No 

Footpath access 

Don't think so, seem adequate 

Don't know as we are not affected by this issue 

The provision of wider and well surfaced pavements with safe areas provided for waiting 

at bus stops etc. 

 
Q37a. Do you feel flood protection is adequate in the area? - If no, is there 

anything you feel should be done that isn't being done at the moment? 

Ditches should be regularly maintained and cleared. Road rainwater gully’s in and around 

village need unblocking to prevent surface flooding 

Professionals to be called in to assess drains, fields, flood plains etc. 

Clear the drains along the main road - some grids are blocked solid 

When heavy rain or long spells, flooding occurs from top of School Lane to junction with 

Grange Road at bottom. Fields flood on left and right 

Making sure no building developments are planned especially for built up area boundary. 

Also regular ditch cleaning and drain cleaning 

Annual maintenance required to the run-off ditch behind Grange Road 

The drains are never cleared, notice should be given so cars are not parked over the 

drains 

Ditches need to be kept clear 

In heavy rain, the culvert under A3400 always floods - please fix it 

A sand bin and bags available for Grange Road residents. 

Drainage adjacent to Hallfields on Snitterfield Road. Drainage near village hall and 

garden centre 

A3400 is prone to flooding and flash floods 

Run off onto A3400 at Ash Lane and under the railway bridge has been a problem when 

rainfall is heavy 

Main Road, Flooding in Grange Road - Cherry Lane 

A3400 floods, Snitterfield floods leading to no access to the village 

Birmingham Road near Pathlow Road floods from fields in heavy rain 

Lack of maintenance 

Drains 



 

Clean out drains and ditches more often 

Drain in Church Lane opposite the church has disappeared as a result of heavy vehicles 

driving over the edge. As a result all surface water run off goes down Snitterfield Road 

Brook alongside Grange Road is a risk also under railway bridge 

Church Lane 

To improve drainage at the top of Grange Road as some houses do get flooded 

Clean out ditches 

Flooding already where parish council want to build 

Bushes at the back of Grange Road could be cut more regularly 

All drainage systems need to be maintained and improved where possible. The brook 

along Grange Road needs to be dredged more regularly 

Checking & clearing of storm drains and streams/brooks 

Keep drains clear 

Ditches on main road need sorting out 

Improve flooding protection on A3400 which frequently happens after spells of heavy 

rain 

On A3400 - floods in Arden on Arden Hill 

Better ditches and drainage is required 

 
Q38a. Do you experience any problems with noise in the village? - If yes, do 

you have concerns over any activity that may generate unwanted noise? 

Noise from the Stratford gliding club when winching gliders up. Heavy lorries using 

village as a short cut from M42/A46 

More traffic. The gliding club's planning application for motorised gliders. Large lorries 

travelling through the village to local businesses 

Traffic noise along Snitterfield Road 

Stratford gliding club activities create noise 

Gliders 

Very concerned about the prospect of planning permission being applied for again by the 

gliding club for motorised aircraft to take off and land from their site 

Had problems in the past with noise from neighbours but not for some time 

Very occasionally. Bored children 

Airfield noise 

Non-legal motorcycles being driven on Grange Road and the fields to the North 

From time to time the alarms at Bearley Mill go off and it is awful 

Gliding 

The speeding traffic has a huge impact on the village 

Snitterfield glider club. Motorised gliders noise equal to +120 dba 

Noisy gliding club winch. Noise of dogs belonging to neglectful owners 

Motorised gliders should not be allowed 

The noisy winch of the gliding club 

Noisy gliders being winched up and motorised ones that were used illegally 

Alarm from the farm shop constantly sounding 

Boy racers in super cars, 30 something's drunk, on their way back from clubs/pubs. 

Children playing in the street rather than the £50k plus play area they've just had built 

Noisy traffic speeding through Snitterfield Road and noise from club 

Occasionally - cars down Snitterfield Road 



 

Concerned at the use of motorised gliders by the local club 

Motorised gliders 

Motorised gliders 

Not here most days, however, some early morning, low flying, plane noise 

Shooting from the armouries 

Gliding club launches 

The gliding club causes noise 

At present no motorised gliders fly from the Bearley/Snitterfield glider club. If this is 

allowed, Bearley will lose the peace and tranquillity forever 

Not at present 

Moderate noise from the winching machine for gliders 

Shooting noise from the Armouries and noise from the winch used by the glider club 

Objection to motorised gliders. Poor use of granite chips on road surfaces causing more 

noise 

Potential problems if motorised gliders are allowed 

Frequent alarm going off at factory by MSF 

Road noise due to excessive speed 

Problem along Grange Road and field to rear with teenagers on off road motorbikes 

 
Q39a. Have you experienced crime or nuisance behaviour in the village? - If 

yes, please provide details 

Problems with teenagers 

Burglary 

Teenagers in the summer seem to meet under the street light on Snitterfield 

Road/Oaktree Close - playing loud music and football on the road until late at night 

It stems from boredom and lack of services 

Occasional issues with abuse to village hall users and property 

Youths banging front door 

Bonfires. Some residents still fail to understand why their anti-social pollution is 

unacceptable when their neighbours have windows open/washing out etc. 

In 20 years one house burglary and one shed contents burgled. Very occasional nuisance 

by youths 

Very occasionally. Bore children 

Non-legal motorcycles being driven on the field behind our property to the North of the 

village. Reported to the police on several occasions 

Football matches in the streets, loutish behaviour and posting of litter in hedges 

In the past, groups of young people banging on doors and windows. Ok at the moment 

Boy racers using farmer's field as dirt bike track. Grange Road used as drag strip 

I hate drunken behaviour from the pub and social club 

Several garage break-ins at neighbours. Severe anti-social behaviour of social housing 

tenants 

Some petty vandalism, some dog fouling 

Some petty vandalism and graffiti which seems to be in a lull at the moment 

Post box outside my house vandalised at start of the year 

Dropping litter and dog mess is a problem 

Dog mess is a significant issue 

Catalytic converter stolen from our car 



 

Car broken into and bonfires at weekends from residents in Ash Lane 

12 years ago my car was broken into. Noise from youth tin hut 

Not for a very long time 

Only occasionally - noise from youngsters in play area. Snitterfield Road/Old Snitterfield 

Road, opposite The Green 

Garden shed in our back garden has been broken into and petrol mower stolen 

Green house windows smashed out. Scratches and marks on cars. Eggs on cars 

Car break in. Teenagers stalking house 

Damage to my car 

Removal of notices from public notice boards 

Not recently but suffered theft and loutish behaviour in the past 

Garden shed burgled 3 years ago 

High powered vehicles racing up and down Grange Road. On occasion bad behaviour and 

rudeness from children/teenagers in play area 

Robbery 

We had a terrible time when the parish council allowed a shelter area on the now Broad 

location 

Car on driveway was broken into 14 years ago 

House sign taken from hedge at drive entrance and found in Oak Tree Close the very 

next day. 

Criminal damage to signs, phone box and bins 

Teenagers destroying Oaktree Close signpost 

Off road bikes are a nuisance 

 
Q40. What do you feel could be done to reduce crime and nuisance behaviour? 

More street lighting in the village 

More visible policing 

Move teenagers to play area as unsafe so close to road to mess about 

More police interaction with villagers 

Better parental control/involvement 

Parish council to declare a bonfire smoke free zone in Bearley. It's not as if the tip is 

very far away 

Continue place presence 

Nothing as there is no one. We are lucky to live in Bearley 

Not sure 

Gated fields 

Bearley Beacon notices by the parish council only when required, no ball games notices 

Cameras and a help line 

Keep all of the things you are trying to do to make it a town. Leave it alone 

Better street lighting 

Speed calming on Grange Road 

More police presence 

Stop this crazy tendency to provide more and more social housing. We have become a 

social benefit society without supporting and relying on yourself 

Effective use of police resourcing placing complaints to the police 

Community effectively using the police by complaining wherever such behaviour occurs. 

Unless the courts hand out meaningful sentences, nothing will reduce idiots performing 



 

More police patrols/visible presence 

National campaign to stop people dropping litter and make dog owners guilty if their 

dogs make a mess 

People simply need to pick it up 

Parenting classes and more local jobs 

Not a lot, just be vigilant neighbours 

Higher profile police presence 

More regular police visits and patrols 

More visible police presence as appropriate 

Encourage neighbourhood watch 

Activities for teenagers 

Police footpaths 

Lock them up, that's what I say 

More frequent police presence 

More use of village hall for young people. 

Police presence 

General vigilance 

More good parenting and more police involvement. Respect for other people 

More public lighting 

Newsletter/contact details 

Less people, less crime. One of the reasons we moved here 

Better youth facilities 

A continuation of current policies coupled with better parental control 

Residents reporting such nuisance activities to the police straight away 

They pay for damages 

Greater SNT engagement - landowners to so more to prevent bikes using land 

 
Q42. Do you feel the appropriate services dealt with it adequately? 

Yes. Community police officers were marvellous. Thieving, scumbag neighbour has now 

moved away 

N/A 

Yes 

No 

Never see a police officer 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

 
Q43. Are there other areas of concern you feel should be addressed in the plan? 

No 

The brook at the back of the houses is far too deep. I know of two instances; a 

pensioner fell in and the fire service had to get her out. My eldest granddaughter fell in 

and a six foot ladder was needed to get her out. If a child fell in, what would happen if 

they weren't being supervised? 

Foul drainage 



 

Traffic speed along Snitterfield Road 

If the LSV methodology is maintained by SDC in core strategy, then any category must 

be maintained for say 5 years. That is the category should not be changed at the whim 

of a bus timetable, number of children in a school or shop opening hours 

The greed of developers needs to be watched carefully. People in Bearley would suffer 

from their interference and quality of life would deteriorate 

No 

No 

No 

Doing all we can to limit building on fields other than those outlined in Broad locations 1 

and 2 

Give us a demographic choice, not a choice by the parish council 

I think parish council needs to sort itself out 

No 

The road through Bearley has not been properly resurfaced since the gas was introduced 

to the village and the road dug up, how many years ago 

No 

Yes - do not agree with proposal to develop Facenda field 

No 

No 

Lighting in general 

No 

The houses should be no higher than 2 stories and should have space between them 

with gardens, not crammed in as they are at Bishopton Island 

Infill garden areas as explained on last page 

To keep Bearley a village and not become a new town 

Motorised gliders 

No 

No 

HGV's using Snitterfield Road as a cut through and parking on the road by Countrywide 

store causing a traffic hazard 

Clearance/policing of people leaving dog poo on footpaths etc. 

No 

Not building behind Grange Road at all 

More activities for young people to be provided 

No 

No 

 
Q45a. Your Parish Council would like to establish appropriate policies to enable 

the village to benefit from such contributions. Please indicate the sorts of 

facilities you and your family’s priorities in terms of facilities if such 

contributions are to be secured?  Tick 3 boxes only to indicate the facilities you 

wish to see benefit. - Please provide more detail here about the three facilities 

that you would like to be implemented. 

Assisting with a village shop. Water running down from top of village at times of heavy 

rain. Ensuring certain parts of the village are kept well and remains a rural village with 

plants/trees etc. 

Rights of way are not properly maintained, especially across farmland. Bridleways not 

cleared of undergrowth and overhanging hedges 



 

These are the things that affect me and have already been started 

Environmental improvement e.g. tree planting to obscure any ugly new housing 

development. Flood management to deal with the usual drainage issues from building on 

greenfield sites. More bins to deal with increased rubbish generated by influx of new 

people 

Part of Grange Road is heavily congested with street parking making it difficult for 

vehicles to get through on occasions, so if this were to be alleviated by on and off street 

parking, it would help the flow of traffic. The bungalows at the top of Grange Road have 

problems with flood water off the fields flowing down the service road at the back of the 

bungalows and getting into several garages 

Right of way - upkeep of signposts 

Lighting for pedestrian usage. Much flooding in 2007 which was very serious, drainage 

needs to be addressed. 

The village hall desperately requires development of storage facilities to accommodate 

users. Cycling through the village - mainly Snitterfield Road is not safe. Separate cycle 

paths would improve this. Traffic management - reactive messaging costs money 

annually 

Rights of way maintained. Maintenance of current environmental assets e.g. tree cutting, 

tidying grassed areas. Not allowing serious to park on grass e.g. BT by substation 

Additional housing in the village by the village hall should be professionally landscaped to 

ensure a pleasing visual approach into the village and its impact on those who live at the 

bottom end of the village 

Flooding is an issue in parts of Bearley, School Lane/Grange Road fields in particular. 

Need to ensure they won't increase. The natural environment is a key feature and must 

be enhanced/protected 

Village hall, as previous footpaths/pedestrian facilities - as previous on and off street 

parking - ensure emergency vehicle access at all times 

The community uses the village hall. It is a focal point for disseminating information and 

an area for local entertainment and education. Regular cleaning of drains, ditches will 

ensure less risk of flooding and the current open spaces function as natural drainage 

The 3 facilities I have selected should benefit all members of the community. The others 

are more limited 

They should benefit all members of the community. The others are more limited 

More activities for residents. More parking to ease problems and make it safer for all. 

Anything to ease flooding problem 

Improved footpath and cycle path provision to local villages and towns. Protect open 

spaces 

Village Hall needs a new kitchen so that groups could cook/serve meals adequately. A 

small car park should be made available to avoid congestion on the narrow roads, 

somewhere near the centre of the village. Trees are growing too large on Bearley green 

and taking up too much of the open space there 

Need to improve street lighting 

Improved street lighting. Car parking to then access Bearley station and the X20 bus 

Maintenance (annual) of run-off ditch behind Grange Road. Maintain and improve village 

hall building and services. Safety improvements to Grange Road parking to improve 

access for emergency vehicles at all times 

Trees are very important to all of us. Also open spaces 

Village hall - general updating, facilities to encourage new types of usage and adequate 

facilities for catering 

Street lights and standard of roads. Otherwise, keep it a village 

Mains sewerage to Bearley Grange. Tree planting and hedgerow in any new build areas 

Local shop 

Open spaces are important to maintain our village wildlife and beauty. Footpaths to 

enable people to walk safely. On and off road parking to enable emergency services to 



 

get through especially when everyone is home from work and all the road is blocked by 

parked cars 

Any development allowed should address any impact on traffic, drainage and flooding 

and in general terms enhance the appearance, quality of life, attractiveness of Bearley. 

Grange Road parking, footpaths on Oak Tree Close/Grange Road to bus stops on A3400, 

improve village hall amenities, better kitchen, other sports facilities 

Grange Road on and off street parking. Better footpaths from Grange Road/Oak Tree 

Close to the bus stops on A3400 and a pedestrian crossing on A3400. Improvements to 

the village hall, replacement of aging kitchen and some sports other than bowling to 

encourage young and middle aged residents 

Footpaths to have shrubs/trees maintained and not allowed to grow over pavements. 

There are a couple of rights of way that are not clearly marked, especially when idiots go 

shooting. Traffic calming 

Maybe a small area allocated to permanent keep fit items - usable by the not so young. 

Keep green spaces as much as possible. Improve footpaths. Help Bearley Wood, plant 

more trees 

Village hall; no stage, poor kitchen, poor acoustics. Rights of way; ensure well pointed 

and kept open. Tree planting; long term benefit could include wildflower meadow 

Village hall would benefit from refurbishment. Open spaces should remain so. Trees and 

shrubs are always welcome 

Footpaths need to be protected. More street lighting needed for pedestrian facilities 

Village hall needs tables/chairs. Flood management as previously stated. Keep open 

spaces 

Pavements to be kept clear by pruning the hedges 

Better kitchen equipment in the village hall. New development - good landscaping, tidy 

edges, footpaths 

Sustainable village shop 

Certainly more tree planting and lawns, with open green areas that have seating. Social 

interaction 

Environmental is particularly important. Development of open spaces. Community 

facilities 

Revamp of village hall, retain existing open spaces. Trees alongside the road through the 

village. Choice of trees that do not grow very tall 

See previous answer 

As someone that works in health and recreation (public sector), we should be creating 

local environments and infrastructure that encourages and makes it easier for people to 

choose an active lifestyle or consider changes to their existing behaviour. Hence, our 

choices of the above facilities 

The question above is leading. We would not want developer contributions as we do not 

want large development 

Stage and acoustics in village hall. Finding economical way of tidying parking in Grange 

Road, Oaktree Close and lower part of Snitterfield Road 

Community facilities - funds to support village hall building and activities rights of way - 

better signage. Environmental improvements - address verge parking, provide village 

gateway features 

Village hall acoustics and improved storage facilities for equipment 

Footbridge across A34, toilet for the church 

Soundproofing of existing village hall, open spaces i.e. gardens around any new houses 

being built in the village 

More use of village hall, create cycle routes, maintain rights of way and footpaths 

Developer must landscape selected areas of the village as well as his own development. 

Provide cycleway from village to village hall. Find a way to provide a shop. 

Community facilities - shop. Care of environment and cycling facilities improvement 

Village Hall in need of improvements. Open spaces to keep Bearley village rural. 



 

Environmental improvements e.g.; tree preservation and conservation 

Drainage clearing 

Community spirit prevented by imbalance in population of village. New development 

should enhance village, more attention to landscape, SDC standards 

Better parking on Grange Road - opposite park, too many cars parked on the road. 

Emergency vehicles may not be able to get through 

Outside space of village hall improved/tidied. Footpaths cleared/maintained 

Question development motives 

Climate change suggests we should be much more vigilant about the risk to previously 

unflooded corners of Bearley 

Please could we have a pavement from Bearley to Snitterfield? 

Improve village hall acoustics. More frequent monitoring of local footpaths. Clear rights 

of way sign posts 

Shop 

The above improvements will be longstanding and benefit all who live and enjoy the area 

Footpaths, cycle paths and traffic calming 

Existing public footpaths to be kept open 

Village hall - insufficient information. Footpaths - see Q26d. Rights of way - poor 

maintenance of rural footpaths needs addressing 

 
Q46. Is there anything else you would like to see in the Neighbourhood 

Plan/parish plan? 

If development of the broad location site takes place by Faccenda, the freehold of the 

village hall and sports field site was promised to be gifted to the village hall trust. This is 

currently owned by Faccenda and leased to the village hall on a peppercorn rent. The 

village hall trust requests that this is formalised 

The key areas are covered by this questionnaire 

Provision of small shop maybe negotiate with major retailer. Provision of small bus with 

stops around the village rather than just the one on main road. No plans for 

development. Green belt status for all the village 

No 

No 

I would like to see brown field sites used for building and not green fields. We as a 

country have lost too much of our wildlife already, do not let us lose anymore 

No 

Better maintenance of green spaces 

Better maintenance of green spaces. Identification of suitable land for burials 

No 

No 

No 

Vigorous opposition to large residential development and preservation of 'washed over' 

green belt status 

2x shops either end of Bearley 

No 

There should be no further development i.e. houses, commercial expansion etc. until 

roads, pavements access points are introduced. The road through Bearley needs 

remaking. The pavements are too narrow and need remaking, 70% of all traffic cuts the 

corner at the church, lorries and buses can't get around without crossing the centre 

dotted line. This is a very busy, dangerous road 

To allow for village shop/post office/pub/doctors/medical centre. These facilities would 



 

unite the village 

We are conscious that currently the village, due to its linear design, is a little fragmented 

as a community. Therefore the plan should be mindful of this in any future policies and 

decisions 

I believe there is a right for the poor to collect wood from Bearley wastes, given in the 

enclosures act which should be documented here 

As the owner of the land marked as infill on the plan which is outside the Bearley 

boundary. We would like to withdraw this. It was never our intention to include it. Thank 

you 

Most items are covered 

No 

No 

No - looking good 

No 

Swings in playground 

Develop the church as a dual purpose building serving the needs of Bearley residents for 

a communal meeting place in a central area. 

A small development of retirement dwellings for older people to rent, therefore, 

releasing under occupied properties for families to rent, who can't afford to buy. A larger 

development would not then be needed, enabling Bearley to remain the nice and friendly 

village it has always been 

No 

 
Q47. Please let us know any other positives or negatives about living in Bearley 

that haven't been covered elsewhere in this questionnaire, and anything you 

think would improve life in the village. 

A newspaper delivery service would be good! 

We get power cuts frequently due to the weather conditions. Telephone services can 

prove to be a problem in extreme weather. Water fills up the holes that houses these 

items. People look after each other, many have lived here all of their lives, this is 

particularly good for some to have family around 

The prospect of motorised gliders has been hanging over us for far too long. This must 

be stopped for good. The likelihood of the closure of Wellesbourne airfield when small 

plane owners will be looking elsewhere for landing/take-off/refuelling makes this issue 

even more important if we are to maintain the tranquillity of Bearley 

Covered by questionnaire 

Bearley is a family orientated village with a good community spirit. Over development 

would be a disaster. There is no infrastructure to support too much development and the 

community and flooding would be a greater risk. The wildlife, flora and fauna is 

abundant and the current street lighting enables the stars to be visible at night, unlike 

many urban areas. The only improvement can think of would be a small shop to help 

people and not have to travel too far for supplies, or a small bus service around the few 

streets, apart from that please leave Bearley alone and away from developers 

None 

There would have to be some sort of shop to enable residents to buy necessities if the 

housing expands. This would also provide a meeting place for people to get to know their 

neighbours 

The parish council does nothing. Sort out the countrywide shop and grocers. 

We love Bearley. We are grateful to the parish council for trying to protect our interests 

Husband works in Stratford starting at 6am. He doesn't drive and it is difficult for him to 

get to work with no public transport before 8am 

None 



 

There are a good variety of walks within the village. These would benefit from improved 

surfacing, so that they are more accessible when the weather is poor. This would further 

enhance these lovely walks. The community would benefit from a cafe and a shop. These 

might be best located close to the A3400, in order to attract sufficient custom for 

sustainability. A safe crossing of the A3400 would need to be provided. Pedestrian bridge 

close to railway bridge with ramps for pushchairs/wheelchairs 

Having such a wide range of organisations to belong to is a major benefit. We have 

strong community spirit 

Although this questionnaire was thorough, it has been quite difficult to read and is 

therefore not inclusive of the demographic of the whole village. How are the views of 

people who cannot access the written content of this document being gathered. It could 

have been a lot simpler 

Reduce where possible, cars permanently parked on the road 

You must have covered everything as this questionnaire is at least twice as long as it 

should be. A lot of people will be deterred from completing it as it looks far too long and 

complicated. However, I applied the effort that has gone into compiling it 

The route through Bearley should be made more attractive and in keeping with a rural 

village 

No more houses, thank you 

We are disappointed to learn that consent is likely to be given for motorised gliders. 

When the gliding club originally gave assurances to Bearley residents that it would just 

be for silent gliders launched by winches only. Due to the lack of school, shop, doctors 

and dentist, the village could not support an influx of young, demanding families with 

children 

Beauty is a lovely village to live in. It would be great if we had a thriving shop and good 

village pub. We feel there would be more community spirit and co-operation between 

villagers if these buildings were present. To have to go out of the village for these 

services causes isolation for villagers 

Nothing that has not been already noted, thank you. 

Stop gliding club motorised aircraft 

The infill sites have already caused a lot of ill feeling in the village. If these areas are 

allowed to be built in further problems will develop. It is totally inappropriate to build in 

back gardens of designated houses. The broad location is a suitable site for all the 

houses 

The infill sites should be immediately withdrawn from the plan 

To promote more community spirit. A number of residents moan but they themselves 

are not willing to do anything about it 

We love the village as it is 

No 

Better integration and involvement of residents 

Keep green belt status, avoid building on broad location, landfill opportunities used 

Should attract young families 

Bearley has the best of everything and we all wish it to remain so. We have been and 

still are fortunate to have dedicated people who work tirelessly for the benefit of 

residents. Their work is appreciated and we are confident they will act in the best 

interacts of the people of Bearley 
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